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Κ Κ ΓΓ L. Ν Κ W Μ λ S. late of DUfleki. dc!, will ami petitlou for probate thereof
therer.uM by John S. Harlow, the executor
in name·!
y \ κ

λ-«

■

ΐο-ΚΡΗ BRIUUS. ate of l'arle, deceased;
bv
w
m ! petition for probate thereof presented
named.
< arrii· \ Briggs the executrl» therein
Κ I. VIΚ Α ΒΛ RKt >ws. late of Paris, deceased ;
and i-o-llcll presented for probate by Lizzie
Μ Μι rue, the executrix therein name·!.
sΓΕΡΙΙΚΝ S. PACKARD, late of Albany, de-mltft or some "other
-, :, petition Eugene Κ
,·
-Miuble person be appolntc<l a-lmlnlatrator prenyl by Lillian M Coffey, daughter.

w

LaKAMP, late of DlxfleM, -le!,i»ttUon that -lobn S. Harlow or Mine
fier *ulfcibl·* person l>e appointed administrator
a
pre-» nted by MaUle LaKainp, daughter.
KSTIIKR \.

(ι

Μ Κ LI A A. PAINK. late of Canton, deceased ;
Paine
petition for the appointment of Orson L.
•>r -ome ot^er suitable person as administrator
pre-euted by Orson L. Paln<\ a son.
χ

\ KRNON Λ Ct'RTTjt. of Paris, want; prtlfor license to sell and convey real estate
present·**! by Ellen M. Curtis, guanllan.

t

UII.KKRT WARREN of Denmark, tlnal actiarry G.
;mt présente*! for allowance by
■Small. ifuanllan.
MYICTIE M CHASE, of Dlxfleld; |>etltlon for
M. Morse presented
h i{t· of name to Mertle
by petitioner.
ν MH HAC CHICK.lateof Hiram,deceased;
Π:urourt presented for allowance by Edgar
!.. κ int. executor.

ι. Κοκ», Κ
L. M EL LES, late of Pari», de·
i-»M, Ur-t account présenté·! for allowance by
Jan .·< S Wright. executor.

FRANKLIN HI'NT Κ ESS. late of Hiram. Je
■
-•■■I; dual account présenté for allowance by
l.-liMe W. Huntre-s. executrix.

A

MltMl L, FLORENCE «. an<! LENA Ε
"S \\τ, wanls, of Bui-kfleld; sectnd account
:-.nted f<»r allowance by Wilson H. Cou.tnt,

<

guardian.

WII LIAM CHl'RCHILL. late of Sumrer,
a-c-l, petition for determination of collateral
Inheritance tax and llrst and rtnal account pre►elite·ι for allowauce by A'lille L- Colby, executrix
>
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The subscriber hereby give* notice that she has
U-en iluly appointed executrix of the last will
an· I testament of
Λ Ζ E L W. F A UNC E, late of Norwav,
1n the County of Oxford. deceased, an·! given
Al! persons ha νH the law illrects.
ιηΊ» against the estate of sal·! deto
leslred
cea-e·! are
present the same for
settlement, an! allln<lebte«l thereto are requested
to make twvment Immediatelv
ABBIE F. F AUNCE.
Sept .nth. P.«»4.

fact that their farms, may be made to
produce in very many cases fully double
what they are now doing. I am led to
make this assertion by comparing my
own hay crop now with what I cut a
j few years ago, and I am confident that
with but comparatively little effort I
can at least double the amonnt now cut
on the same acres.
Intense cultivation
and the application of stable manures
with possibly the assistance of some
chemicals will doit; but I have neter
purchased much commercial fertilizer
I and probably never shall, preferring to
buy grain and feed stock and applying the manure thus made to the
soil. I atu a firm believer in intensive
cultivation, feeling sure that farmers as
a general thing do not pulverize their
soil as fully as they should, being anxious to get over too raauy acres. I
commenced on this line before ever
learning of the success that Hon. George
M. Clark of Connecticut was having in
his grass culture, believing that it paid
me
to harrow very thoroughly when
tittiug a field for a crop. It gave me a
ijreat deal of pleasure to become acquainted with his intense culture and to go over
his fields as I did and note the tine rich
appearance of the grass; and also, of the
admirable condition to which he had
brought the soil by much labor. Some
may criticise if they will, but there is
much to coiutuend intensive cultivation
of the soil and the sooner farmers become convinced of the fact the better it
will be for their interests.
To begin with, it Is necessary for thefarmer to take pride in hie vocation;
this, coupled with ambition and industry, will lead to a more thorough tilling
of the soil showing one's faith in it. If
a farmer has but little faith in the soil
he cultivates, it may be safely set down
that be will not make much of a success
at farming.
Experiments in soil culture
may often prove very interesting besides
profitable and 1 would su^geit that each
farmer who reads the New England
Farmer try intense culture for some crop
md study the result. From an experiroent made this year as well as previous
y ears, i believe that some crops on some
noils can be grown fully as well and very
'ften in a more satisfactory way without
the use of the common drag plow, using
the double action cutaway harrow or the
ju^.way sulky disk plow instead. Old
iod grouud can be wholly fitted for
buckwheat in a similar way as Mr.
L'lark prepares his land for seeding to
I fitted a small piece this spring
ir.>s.
in that way, as an experiment, and there
is a beautiful growth of buckwheat on it
it this writing.
1 know of no reason why contentment
should not be found on all of our well
fared for farms. It is a fact that the
Tanner is the most independent of men
ind he should realize the dignity of his
jailing. Strikes affect him in less decree than those engaged in almost any
other business. He, while at work in
the field, is surrounded by the beauties
L>f nature, as but few other men are.
The song birds sing their sweetest songe
ill around him. and what cai be more
the early morning or at
J harming in
eventide, when the family are all gatherid around the evening lamp with their
books anil papers or bits of useful work;
where can a more pleasing picture be
found than at a farmer's fireside? When
we
come to consider the landscapes
about very many of the farm homes in
[ N'ew England as well as in New York it
is perfectly grand, worthy of a long trip
to see. ami this fact has been discovered
by a very large number of city people
who are anxious to secure board during
few weeks of the summer season at
these farms which adds very materially
to the income of the farm. Not only
this but very uiauy wealthy people have
purchased a farm, fixed it up in tine
shape and stocked it with the best of
animals much to the advantage of the
farmers in that immediate locality and
the end is not yet. The fact is. it is getting to be quite the thing for business
men to own a farm and spend part of
their time on it.
In cojversatiou with a very large number of tradespeople and manufacturers it
will be found that they will have a cherished hope of some day owuitiga piece of
laud iu the country, where they can
make a pleasant home, away from the
strife of city life; and the honest and upto-date farmer now enjoys the respect of
the city people to a much larger degree
th^n formerly, and is recognized socially
by all sensible people. Why should he
not be, when the prosperity of the couutrv at all times rests on the products of
the land, presided over by the farmer?
These being the facts as they exist at
the present time then it follows that
nothing should be considered too good
for the farmer to eujoy; aud the farmer
himself should look upou his home farm
is
being the center of the universe
uound which all else revolves and he
should so work with the highest ideals
is to make it truly one of the most profuctive places on the earth and to the
:ainily the pleasantest.—Cor. in New
Kngland Farmer.

Result of Orchard Cultivation.
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ince such forms of roughness as corn
too starchy. All the rough feed
ire
uch beeves will take should he supplied.
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or,
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tmong the vanguard of farmers of this
The writer, being a newcomer, I
< itate.
favorable opportu> ind meeting with a
litv to interview the said loan official,
was
that
leard much
gratifying. The
< •fficial in question has been connected
vith the loan business a full score of
rears and during much of that time farm
as securi] >roperty has not been wanted
of cases, when
y, since in the majority
1 10 taken, loss resulted to the company,
>ut now, and within a few years back,
< ionditions have largely changed.
The official in describing the present
"Those farmers now
< ,'onditions said:
vho are awake to modern ideas are get· j
· ing ahead.
They are producing from
1 heir farms something that can be turn< Mi into cash and are not working just
1 lccasionally a
day now and then in the
week,
< iunimer then going tishing for a
They
> in so many of them* used to do.
orout
and
< kre putting in crops
putting
and >
value
a
have
< •hards that
monetary
ν hat is more to the point, they are giv-,
i ug the crops aud orchards the requisite !
The
1 :are after they are in the ground.
•esult of the change," he continued, "is
ι ihat such farm property is good securi1 y and loans are promptly paid by this
1 slass
of farmers at maturity." After
< urther encouraging comments he conthis statement: "Only a
1 :luded with
1 ew days ago I took a trip across several
< counties to look over live farms whose
« >wners wished loans to enable them to
Loans
< mlarge their farming operations.
with the whole
vere willingly placed
without hesitation."
During
< ■umber
1 he entire conversation with the loan
1 tfficial
he constantly emphasized the
farmers who are
1 x»int that it is the

agricultural·

iterature and members of farm organiwho are forging to the front,
'■ sations
'< ill of which was most gratifying for the
I istener to hear.
Truly the husbandnan's success comes of a judicious mixbrain with
ng of the grey mattec^of the
;he good soil of Mother Earth, providia used to
ng that same grey matter
iromote and uphold an equality of
so that the burdens of state and

■ights

îation shall not consume and overweigh
lis rightful share of profits of the fruit
>f the earth.—Maine Farmer.

In 18SS we planted 600 apple trees on
Practical Notes.
piece of land in which directly angliug
across the field was a small draw, not
•July organized,
air in the poultry house is
us from plantto
Impure
enough
prevent
of Kuuifonl, Bankrupt.)
large
At ι :he cause of the most trouble among
To the creditors of The Rum ford Fall* Pub
ing trees immediately in the draw.
in it A
lishlrg Co.. In the County of Oxfonl and district this time we had blackberry and rasp- ι Jie fowls that are quartered
aforesaid :
: 'owl has to have the purest air that is
the
trees,
in
betweeu
apple
of
berry plants
Notice Is hereby given that on the ioth day
do well and the
iud in keeping with our ideas wo spared ibtainable if it would
►••i>t., A. D. 1904. t!i« said Kuuifonl Fails Pub
ishliiK Co was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and neither time nor expense of giving the louse that is shut up too tight during
t.'iat the tlrst meetlne of Us creditors will be
On ; my season of the year always will have
thorough cultivation.
held at the Court House, In -South Paris, on the orchard
which joor specimens of poultry in it. When
11th day of Oct, A. D. 1904, at 10 o'clock In the 1 account of occasional high water,
in the morning in
forenoon, at which time the said creditors may would overflow the berry plants, and the rou go into the house
attend, prove their claims, appoint a trustee, ex
to wash some ;he winter and the odor is disagreeable
other I fact that the soil began
such
• line the
transact
and
Vtukrupt
to
;o you then is the time to get to work to
M ·!«·** as may properly come before said 1I coupled with the fact that we wished
a possible
meeting.
purify things a little. It is warm
experiment some, we decided to sow
that
South Paris, September 26, 1904.
have the house so
timothy about two rods on each side of ;hing to
UEO. A. WILSON,
of
a
eggs at
here will be
good supply
the draw, this being done in 1802, and
Referee In Bankruptcy.
the winter, but it is
from that time on we gave the balance ill times during
the bounds of comof the orchard the same thorough cul- ilso easy to overstep
so adjusted
For Sale.
tivation, while the grass has remained mon sense and have things
chat the profit will be curtailed.
and has been trowed each year.
busiWell established fancy
We note that it is a common fault
For the first three or four years there
but now, with those who have just taken up the
noticeable
difference,
no
was
Good
ness, fitted for millinery.
their houses so
twelve years after, we find there is not work to try and get
in the warm in winter that they will be sure
difference
inone-fourth
than
less
and
stock with fixtures
that they want. At
size of the trees, those on the cultivated to have all the eggs
the way that they put it.
cluded, will be sold. Excellent
land, of course, being the larger, and we least this is
the
safe in saying that the Winter poultry houses are good for
are
cation and fine line of customers. treoeperfectly
are cold, for this is what
on the cultivated land produced Fowls if they
and if she
one-fourth to one-third more fruit in the hens'1 feathers are for,
Good
Must be sold at once.
trees, and cannot use them you are that much at
proportion to the size of theorchardists.
a loss in the cost of the new house that
we and other experienced
sons for selling.
Call or write
the
for them.
during personal inspection decided that jrou are making the hens to During
have all the
for
MISS Ε. Ε BURNHAM,
these produced apples which would day it is best
if
can
get they
than those sold fresh air that they
average 30 per cent larger
Bethel, Me.
most noticeable are protected from the wind, and if at
grown in the sod. The
ventilated
well
have
of
warm,
night they
difference, however, was the dry year
will do well. By
1901. The apples on the trees grown sleeping quarters they
we do not mean heat, but a dein the sod were badly shriveled, poorly warm,
that will prevent their
colored and deficient in flavor, while gree of warmth
as their
in the cultivated land were combs from freezing as well
those
grown
in
Dealers
Do not be afraid that the supply
of good color, good sice and fair flavor. toes.
will be too poor to show a profit,
We considered this year there was fully of eggs
if the feed is of the kind tint makes
50 per cent difference in the quality and for
the eggs you will get them.
quantity of fruit, but our judgment ia
Oats make a very good feed for the
cent.
average difference would be 30 per
are of the kind that are
Now this difference in fruit and size of hens if they
short and plump. Those that are too
trees is not the only objection in growand hard should not be fed as they
ALSO
ing turf in the orchard, as by watching long
the fowls some trouble or
the results in this case closely we find it will cause
Cem-nt sidewalks made in i8 and a constant watch to keep off the ground other most any time. Besides those
have lots of nutrivery heavy), and oats that are plump
34 inch squares for $1.00 per square mice (the grass being more
subject to tion in them, while the ohaffy oat has
these trees are far
order.
to
n»ade
Cements
steps
The hens have been known
yard.
none at all.
fungi apple scab or bacterial asdiseases.
these poor oats many times in
to
refuse
wise
to
South Paris, Maine.
be
would
it
just
see
1
As
it,
their knowledge of what
undertake to grow a crop of corn with my flocks, and
baa been is good and bad seems to be that which
no cultivation after the seed
makes them do it.—Turf, Farm vid
planted aa to grow turf in an orchard Home.
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them, scattering
tin-in to the left ami right, galloped a
blaek 1ml on a great horse after Sir
Humphrey. with the word that his
presently

TIEREFORE that April rnorniug. though tilled in my inmost heurt with love and
gratitude toward God. as I
Lad always been since I had seen his
handiwork iu Mary Cavendish, which
was my especial lessou of his grace to

ηκ>ward, with sweetest rhymes of Joy

for all my

pains

through

mother would have him return to the
church and escort her homeward. Then
Sir Humphrey turned, after a whispered word or two with Mistress Mary,
and rode back to Jamestown, and the
black lad, bounding in the saddle like
η ball, after him.
I still kept my distance behind Mistress Mary, though often I saw her
head turn and caught a blue flash of

and reasons for all my

doubts; and though she sat beside me,
so near that the rich spread of her

gown was over my knee and the shining of her beauty warm on my face,
yet was I weary of the service and
eager to be out.
As I said before. Parson Downs was
not to uiy mind, neither he npr his discourse. Still he spoke with a mighty
energy and a conviction of the truth of

eye over her mask.
Then passed us. hooted and spurred,
for he had gotten his priestly robes off
in a hurry. I'arson Downs on the fastest* horse In those parts aud riding like
a jockey in spite of his heavy weight.
Ills horse's head was stretched in a

an

l>is own words which would have moved his hearers to better purpose had
they moved hi: *elf as regarded his
daily life. But beyond a great efTervesceuce of the spirit, which produced
a high mounting froth of piety like the
seething top of an ale tankard, there
came naught of it. Still was there In
him some good, or, rather, some lack
of ill; for he was no hypocrite, but
preached openly against his own vices,
then went forth to furnish new texts

line with his neck, and after him rode,
at near fts great speed. Captain Noel
Jaynes, who. as report had it. lia»l won
wealth on the high seas In unlawful
fashion. lie was a gray old man with
the eye of a hot headed boy aud a saber cut across his right cheek.
The parson saluted Mirtress Mary as
he passed, ami so did Captain Jaynes,
with a glance of his bright eyes at her
that stirred my blood und made me

for his sermon, not caring who might
and judge him. A hearty man he
was, who would lend his last shilling
or borrow his neighbor's with equal
readiness, forcing one to a certain angry liking for him because of his good
will to do that for you which you were
loth to do for him.
Yet if there ever was a man in harness to Satan as to the lusts of his flesh
and his pride of life it was Parson
Downs, in despite of his bold curvets
and prauces of exhortation, which so
counterfeited freedom that I doubt not
that they deceived even himself; and

ride up faster to her side.
But the two men left the road abruptly, plunging into a bridle path at
the right, and the green walls of the

see

wood closed behind them, though one
could still hear for long the galloping
splash of their horses' hoofs In the

miry path.

Mistress Mary turned to me, and her
"
'Tie a pretty parvoice rang sharp.
son." said she. "He Is on his way to
Barry Upper Branch with Captain
Jaynes, and who is there doth not
know 'tis for no good, and on the Sab-

bath day too?"
Now Barry Upper Branch belonged
to brothers of exceeding ill repute, except for their courage, which no one
doubted. They had fought well against
the Indians, and also against the government with Nathaniel Bacon some
half dozen years before. There had

he felt not the while he was expanding
his great frout over his pulpit and waving his hands, on one of which shone a
precious red stone, the strain of his
But 1 have ever had a
own leash.
scorn which I could not cry down for
any man who was a slave except by

been a prize on their heads, and they
had been in hiding, but now lived
openly on their plantation and were in
full feather, and therein lay in a great
measure their ill repute.
When my Lord Culpeper had arrived
In Virginia, succeeding Berkeley, Jeffries aud Chichely, then returned the
brothers Richard and Nicholas Barry,

I)Ick and Ned as they were termed
among the people, and as my Lord Culpeper was not averse to Increasing his
revenues there were those who whispered. though secretly and guardedly,
that the two bold brothers purchased
their safety and peaceful home dwellor

stronger odors of flowers aud essences

'<

and readers of

y&<

Feeling thus, I was glad wheu Parsou Downs was done and letting himself down with stately jolts of ponderosity from his pulpit, and the folk were
moving out of the church in a soft
press of decorously veiled eagerness,
with a great rustling of silks and satin
aud jingling of spurs and swords and
waving of plumes and shaking out of

Progress.
an official of a well
1 tnown loan company largely interested
I η the state of Maine, developed some
< ■onvincing evidence of recent progress

(tinkers

■Ολ·!·;·;-

his own will.

Conversation with

1

The Heart's

..

pro-1

economy to feed

anil «lining topics and auaaen
flight when they failed was to keep me
from the subject of the powder and
ammunition unladen that morning from
But she need not
the (îoldeu Horn.
have taken such pains, for I while In
chnrch had resolved within myself not
to question her further lest she tell me
some thing which might do her harm
were I forced, for lier good, to reveal it.
but to demand the meaning of all this
from Sir Humphrey Hyde, who I was
convinced knew as much as she.
on otiior

UNIVERSITY STATION.

ana spices.

And gladder still I was when astride
the sweet
my horse in tbe open, with
broadside of the spring wind in my
face and all the white tloweriug trees
and bushes bowing and singing with a
thousand bird voices, like another congregation before the Lord. I had not
the honor to assist Mistress Mary to
Sir Humphrey Hyde and
her saddle.

ing.
Barry Upper Branch

rich plantation and had come Into full possession of the brothers but lately. tbeir father. Major Barry, who hud been a
stanch old

was a faro IT cousin
of hers, and my Lord Estes, who was
ou a visit to bis kinsman. Lord Culpephalf
er, the governor of Virginia, and
a score of others pressed before me,
who was but the tutor and had no right
to do her such service except for lack

Italph Drake, who

was a

royalist, having died. There

of tobacco and whole fields
of locust for the manufacture of
metbegliu, aud apple orchards from
which cider enough to slack the thirst
of the colony was made. But the brothers were far from conteut with such
homemade liquors for their owu drinking, but imported from England and
The .Netherlands and Spain great stores
of ale and nuu and wines and held
therewith high wassail with some
choice and kindred spirits, especially
were acres

of another at hand.
And a fair sight it was for one who
loved lier as I, with no privilege of
Jealousy and yet with it astir within
Person Downs

the Sabbath.
Not a woman was there at Barry Upper Branch except for slaves, and such
stories were told .as might cause a
modest maid to hesitate to speak of the
place, but Mary Cavendish was as yet
but a child in her understanding of certain things. lier blue eyes fixed me
un

with the brave indignation of a boy as
"
'Tis a pretty parson,"
she went on.
said she again, "and it would be the
tavern, just as openly, were it on a
week day."
I put my finger to my lip and cast a
plnnce about, for it was enjoined upon
the people under penalty that they
speak not ill of any minister of the gospel. While I cared not for myself, having never yet held my tongue except
from my own choice, yet was 1 always

him, like a thing made but of claws
and faugs and stinging tongue, to see
lier with that crowd of gallants about
her and the other uialds going their
ways unattended, with faces of averted meekness or haughty uplifts of
brows and noses, as suited best their

concerned for this young thing, with
her utter recklessness of candor, lest
her beauty and her charm might not
protect her always against undesirable
results, and not only were the slaves
of her voice, but none
within
knew how nnfny others, for those were

different characters.
Mistress Mary was no doubt tbe fairest of them all. aud yet there was more
than that in the cause for her advantage over them. She kept all ber admirers by the very looseness of her
of
grasp, which gave no indication
aroused
auy eagerness to hold and thus
in them no fear of detention nor of
wiles of beauty which should subvert

hearing

brave days for tale bearers.
But Mary spoke again, and more
sweetly and shrilly than ever. "A pretty parson, forsooth! And to keep comVTtlen
pany ntth a pirate caprin; Fiel

And, furthermore, Mary
Cavendish distributed ber smiles as Imtheir wills.

flower its sweetness, to
partially
each the same, though but a scant allotment to each, as beseemed a maid.
I could not. even with my outlook, observe that she favored one more than
another, unless It might have been Sir |
Humphrey Hyde. I knew well that,
there was some confidence betwixt the
as a

j

he looks at me I clutch my gold chain
and turn the Hash of my rings from
sight and Dick and Ned Barry are the
Naught
worst rakes in the colony!
was ever beard good of them, excepting
their followlug of Ueucral Bacon, but a
good cause makes not always worthy
adherents."

CHAPTER V.

m

TIT'S we rode homeward an.l
presently came in sight of the
Cavendish tobacco tickle over#,s..
-èf lapped with the fresh green
υί young leaves like the lwsses of a
shield, and on the right waved rosy
garlands of the locust grove, and such
;i wonderful strong sweetness of honey
«·
from it that we seemed to breast
it like a wave and caught our breathe,
and there was a mighty hum of bees
like a hundred spinning wheels. But

.Mistress Mary and I regarded mostly
that green stretch of tobacco, and each
of us had our thoughts, and presently
out came hers. "Master Wingfleld, I
pray you, whose tobacco may that be?"
she iuqulred in a sudden, fierce fashion.

Mary'*

silhouette of
Nathaniel B^con

ter's nor grandmother's, but a man s.
I was up and dressed In· a trice, and
sword in hand, and out of my window,
which was on the first floor, and there
was Mistress Mary and Sir Humphrey
Ilyde. I stepped between them and
Sir
thrust
aside
Humphrey, who
would have opposed me. "Go into the
house, madam," said I to ber, and
pointed to the door, which stood open.
Then, while she hesitated, half
shrinking before me, with her old habit
of obedience strong upon ber, yet with
angry willfulness urging her to rebellion, forth stepped her distant
cousin Rnlph Drake from behind a

white flowering thicket, and demanded
to know what that cursed convict fellow did there, and bad he not a right
to parley with his cousin, and was her
honor not safe with her kinsman, and
he an English gentleman? I perceived
by Italph Drake's voice that lie had
perchance been making gay with the
revelers at Jamestown, and stood still
when be came bullylngly toward me,
but at that minute Mistress Mary

"Madam Cavendish's and yours and
your sister's," said I.
"
"Nay," said she. 'tis the king'e."
Then she tossed her head again and
rode on and said not another word, nor
I, but I knew well what she meant.
Since the navigation act it was Indeed
small profit any one had of his own tobacco. since it all went into the exchequer of the king, and I did not

gainsay lier.

When we had passed the negro huts,
swarming with black babies shining in
the sun as sleek as mahogany and all
turning toward us with a marvelous
flashing of white eyeballs and opening
of red mouths of smiles, all at once,
like some garden bed of black (lowers
at the si;;ht of our gay advance, we
reached the great house, and Mistress
Catherine stood in the door clad in a
green satin gown which caught the
light with smooth shimmers like the

green sheath of a marsh lily.
Her bare, slender arms were clasped
before her, and her long, white neck
was bent into an arch of watchful
grace. Her face was the gravest I ever
saw on maid, and not to be reconciled
with my first acquaintance with her,

thereby giving

me

always

a

slight

doubt as of a mask, but her every feature was as clear and fine as ivory, and
her head proudly crowncd with great
wealth of hair.
PofAtwItcli

troa

octoomn^l

η

great beauty by both men and women,
which shows perch;: £e that her beauty availed her little in some ways, else
it had not been so freely admitted by

her own sex. However that may be.
Catherine Cavendish had had few lovers as compared with many a maid less
fair and less dowered, and at this time
Rhe seemed to have settled into an expectation and contentment of single-

with Sir Humphrey Hyde.
Sir Humphrey was but α lad to me. I
scarcely older than Mistress Mary, for
all his great stature. Ile stood before I
me. scraping the shell walk with the I
end of his riding whip. Roth men had
ridden hither, and I at that moment
heard Ralph Drake's horse s hard trot.
"If you come courting Mistress Mary
Cavendish, 'tis for her guardians, her
grandmother and elder sister to deal
with yon concerning the time and place
you choose." said I, "but if It he on

any other errand"—
"Good God, Harry." broke in Sir
Humphrev. "do you think 1 am come I
in such fashion and with
love
Ralph Drake in his cups, though I I
he fastened himself to me
iwear
«gainst my will?"
I waited a moment. Sir Humphrey I
iad been much about the place since
ae was α mere lad and had had. I be- I
lieve, a sort of boyish good will toward
Not much love had he for books,
me.
but I was accounted a fair shot and I
had some knowledge of sports of hunt-1
ing and Ashing and had given him
gome lessons, and lie had flowed me
about some few years before somewhat to The ineaslness of his mother. I
who could not forget that I was a con-

making

vict.
I
I cast about in my mind what to saj. I
Cavto
not
betray Mary
being resolved
endish. even did this man know what I
ness.
r«ould betray, and yet being resolved
She stood looking at her sister and to have some understanding of what
sun
the
and
toward
her,
we
as
lie
rode
was afoot.
was full on her face, which had tho
"A man of honor includes not maidcttol glimmer of a pearl in the golden ens in olots. Sir Humphrey," said I|
light, and her wide open eyes never finally.
wavered. As she stood there she might
Sir Humphrey stammered and looked
have been the portrait of herself, such at me and looked away again. Tlien
a look had she of unchanging quiet,
suddenly spake Mistress Mary from
nnd the wonder and Incredulity which her window overhead, set In a climbing
her
to
of
the
at
me
sight
seized
always
trumpet vine, and so loudly and reckreconcile what I knew with what she
lessly that had not her grandmother
me.
seemed was strong upon
and sister been on the farther side of
had
dissister
Lor young
TTOen
the house they must have heard her.
mounted and gone up the steps she
'"Tis not Sir Humphrey included the
kissed her, and the two entered the
maid in the plot, hut the maid who inhall, clinging together in a way which eluded Sir Humphrey," said she. Then
I never saw such
was pretty to see.
she laughed, and at the same moment
love betwixt two where there was not
a mockhlrd trilled in a tree.
was
that
a
fid
lacking
full sympathy,
"Why do you not tell Master Wingalways and lacked more in the future, field that the maid and not you nor
through the difference in their two tem- Cousin
Italph is the prime mover in
peraments got from different mothers.
of the cargo of furMows
this
mystery
Madam Cavendish was still in her
and
on the Golden Horn?" said she,
bedchamber, and the two sisters and I
laughed again.
Then,
hall.
in
the
great
dined together
"I shield not myself behind a maidafter the meal was over, I went forth
en's skirts," said Sir Humphrey grimly.
I)aveSir
WJlliam
with my book of
"Then," cried Mary, "will 1 tell tlnn».
nant's plays and sought a favorite
Master Wlngfleld, what It means. He
place of mine in the woods and stayed cannot betray us. Humphrey, for his
there till sundown.
he
tongue is tied with honor, even if
Then, rising and going homeward
be not on our side. But he is on our
marshthe
over
floated
mist
when the
side, as is every true Englishman.
lands like veils of sliver gauze and the
Then
Mary Cavendish leaned far out
of
waves
in
frogs chorused through it
and a white lace scarf
the
window,
sound and birds were circling above it,
forth, and she cried
floated
wore
she
calling sweetly with fluting notes or
with a great burst of triumph and
screuming with the harsh trumpet
childish enthusiasm: "I will tell thee
clang of the sea fowl, I heard of a sudI
what it means, Master Wlngfleld;
the
below
sank
sun
den. just as the
what It means. I am but
thee
tell
will
and
horns
western sky, a mighty din of
General
a maid, but the footsteps of
bells and voices from the direction of
Bacon be yet plain enough to follow
I knew that the sports
Jamestown.
In tliis soil of Virginia, and—and—the
which a certain part of the community
king gets not our tobacco crops!"
sunafter
Sabbath
on
a
would have
had
down, when they felt so inclined,
CHATTER VI,
begun. Since the king had been restored such sports had been observed
HAVE always observed wlthl
now and then, according to the humor
wonder and amusement and
of the governor and the minister and
a tender gladness the faculty
the others in authority.
with which young creatures,
_____
Laws had been from time to time set and
particularly young girls, can throw
Sabbath,
the
forth that the night after
off their minds for the time being the
the Sabbath being considered to cease
weight of cares and anxieties and bring
at sundown, should be kept with de- all of themselves to bear upon those
corum, but seldom were they enforced, exercises of body or mind to no parand often, as now, a great dlu arose ticular end of serions gain, which
when the first gloom -overspread the cull
play and frivolity.
earth. However, that night was the
4.

ϋ

J

we|

Ralph Drake and Hi· shadow

his fair periwig.
Behind us straggled the black slaves
as on our way thither, moving unhaltingly, yet with small energy, as'do folk
urged hither and yon only by the will

ing forever."
With that she touched Merry Rogei

gallop,
with her whip and
and I abreast, Inwardly laughing, for
I well understood that this persistency
was

off at a

Hood's Sarsaparilla
and Pills

fiemove the cause of rheumatism—no
outward application can. Take them.
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erything.

minded well the superstition, oldthau I, that if a maid washed her
face in the first May dew It would
make her skin wondrous fair, and I
laughed to myself as I peeped around
the shutter to think that Mary Cavendish should think that she stood in
need of such nmendmeut of nature.
Down she knelt, dragglug the hem of
her chintz gown, which was as gay
with a maze of printed posies as any
garden bed, and she thrust her hollowed hands into the dew laden grmi
and brought them over her face and
rubt>ed till sure there was never anything like it for sweet, glowing rosiI

white.
But Mary Cavendish ceased all In a
minute her mirth and went up to the
black child nnd took the mirror from
her nnd said in the sweetest voice of
pity I ever heard, "'Tie not in one
May dew nor two, nor perchance In the
dews of many years, you can wash
your face white, but some time it will

er

ness.

And
come

Cicely Hyde, who must have
early to Drake Ilill for ttiat

full

purpose, did likewise, and with more
need, as I thought, for she was a
brown maid, not so fair of feature as
some, though she bad a merry heart
which gave to her such a zest of lll'e
and welcome of frleuds as made her a
favorite. Up she scooped the dew and
bathed her face, turning ever and anon
to Mary Cavendish with anxious inending in trllta of laughter
which would not be gainsaid in May
time anil youth time by aught of so
little moment as a brown skin. "How
look l now?" she would cry out. "How
look I now. sweetheart? Paw you ever
a lily as fair as my face?"
Then Mary, with her own face dripping with dew. with that wonderful
wet freshness of bloom upon it. would
eye her with seriousness as to any improvement, and bid her turn this way
and that. Then she would give it as
her opinion that she hail best persevere,
and laugh somewhat doubtfully at
first, then In a full peal when Cicely,
nothing duunted by such dlscouri ge
ment iu her friend's eyes, wept bravch
to work again, all lier slender body
shaking with mirth.
But the most curious sight of all, and
that which occasioned the two 111:1 ids
the most merriment, though of a covert
and even tender and pitying sort, was
Mary's black serving wench. Sukey. a
half grown girl, who had been bidden
to attend lier mistress upon this morning frolic. She was seated at a distance. square lu the wet greenness, and
was plunging both bands into the May
dew and scrubbing lier face with a
fierce zeal as if her heart was In that
pretty folly, as no doubt it was. And
ïver and anon as she rubbed her
.•hecks, which shone the blacker and
dossier for it. she would turn the
palms of her hands, which be so curiously pale on a negro's hands, to set* if
perchance some of the darkness bad
stirred. Anil when she saw not, t.ien

would she fall to scrubbing again.
icclj.
rrescnl !y up stood Aiaiy aiiu
and Cicely flashed in li e sun a little
silver mirror which she had brought
and which had lain glittering in the
grass a little removed, and looked at
herself, and saw that lier brown cheeks
were as ever, with the exception of the
flush caused by rubbing, and tossed it
witli her undaunted laugh to Mary.
"The more fool be 1!" she cried out.
"Instead of washing mine own face in
\ .ι 1* Hou·
lu.Mi.r I1111I It liri'll bad

I looked thee in Mie elothespress, Mary
Cavendish. and not let tliee add to thy
beauty, while I liut guve my cheeks
the look of fever or the smallpox. 1
trow the skin he off in spots, and all
to no purpose! I.ook at thyself, Mary

Nary washing her fact
the Nay dew

bo."

Then the black wench burst into
tears and begged in that thick, sluggishly sweet tongue of hers to know if
ever the May dew would wash her
black away, and Mistress Mary answered «s seriously as if she were In
the pulpit on the Sabbath day that It
would some time most surely, and she
should see her face in the glass as fuir
as

any.

Then the two maids, Mary Cavendish and Cicely Ilyde, went Into the
house, and left me, as I said before,
to wonder at that spirit of youth which
can all in a minute disregard care and
anxiety and risk of death for the play
of vanity.
Hut. after all, which be
stronger, wars and rumors of wars or
vanity? And which be older, and which
fathered the other?
After the house door had shut behind
the maidens. I too went out. but not
to wash my grim man's face in May
dew. but rather for a stroll in the morning air and the clearing of my wits for
reflection, for tuu« !i 1 wondered what
course 1 should take regarding mv disI went
covery of the night before.
down the road toward Jamestown and
struck Into the path to the wharf the
same that we had taken the day before,
but there were no masts of the Golden
Horn rising among the trees with a
She hud
surprise of straightness.
weighed anchor and sailed away over

night, and possibly before.

The more I reflected the more I understood that Mistress Mary Cavendish, with her ready wit and supply of
money through her inheritance from
her mother, might have concocted the
scheme of bringing over ammunition
from England to enable us to make u
stand against the government. hut the
plot in the first of it could not have
been hers alone.
Assuredly Italph
Drake was concerned in it. and Sir
Humphrey Ilyde. and no one knew
how many more. The main part for
Mistress Mary might well have been
the furnishing of the powder and shot,
for Kalplt I»rake was jioor. and lived,
it was said, by his good luck at cards,
and as for Sir Humphrey Hyde, bis
mother held the reins in those soft
hands of hers, which would have been
rorely bruised had they been wlthIrawn too roughly.
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Si. I'rtrraliar·,

wuu once

a

swamp."

«ays η recent wrifer, "aiul so rotten is
the ground that It would he quite possible for ti uioiiolltli dike the sixty foot
columns for St. Isaac's) to sink out of
sight aud never more he heard of. To

such contingencies a
forest of piles was driven Into the
earth at the ci»t of $1,ttJf.OOO as the
foundation of St. Isaac's, and yet the»
cathedral sinks. Like causes render the
roads of St. Petersburg the worst lu
Europe. Winter frosts, which penetrate several feet below the surface,
seize <ui the imprisoned waters and tear
broup the streets. The surface ihus
ken is so destructive to wheels thnt I

provide against

have known an Englishman who,
though he kept four carriages, had not
one in a condition to use. The Jolting

in

the roads Is so great as to make It
wise for a traveler to hold on f ist, and
when a lady and gentleman ride side
by side it is usual for the gentleman to
arm
protect the lady by throwing Lis
round Ills companion's waist. This delicate attention is so much of a utifciarlan necessity as tn no way to imply
on

further

Cavendish, and blush that thou be so
much fairer than one who loves t'.iee!"
And verily Mary Cavendish did fora
minute seem to blush as she east a
glance at herself in the mirror and saw
her marvelous rose of a face, but the
next minute the mirror flashed In the
grass and her arms were about Cicely
Hyde's neck. "'Tie the dearest face
In Virginia, Cicely," said she in her
sweet, vehement way. and laid lier

obligations."

A Deceptive Flak.
A naturalist who is familiar with
of
Ceylon writes: "In the clear water
Colombo harbor It Is not uncommou
the
to see fallen aud faded leaves of
tree lloating a short distance be-

Jak

low the surface or sinking slowly to
the bottom. Λ certain small ilsh, commonly known as the sea bat, mimics
these leaves, both in form Aud color,
In order to escape detection.

Hoth In

shape and color they look when In the
leaves, but
water like waterlogged

when removed from their native element tills resemblance Is Immediately
lost.
They iloat In the water half
sideways and all swim In the same di-

pink cheek against the other's plain rection. turning simultaneously.
Un
And Cicely laughed and took her
to
one occasion Mr. Wllley attempted
face in her two hands and held it nvay
one of these sea hats In a
capture
that she ndght see it.
rock (tool and directly he made a
"What matters It to poor Cicely
with the baud net saw nothing
whether her own face be fair or not plunge
leaf
except what he took to be a Jak
so
and
to
thee
long
Is
it
dear
as
so long
luttom.
slowly and Inertly sink to the
cried as

one.

thine!" she
paslad mitdit have «lone, and
with
but
I frowned, not with jealousy,
α curious dislike to such affection from
as

she can

sionately

see

as a

maid to another, which 1 could nevHad Cicely
Hyde had a lover she would have said
that fond speech to him Instead of
Cavendish, but lover she had

To his astonishment, as he withdrew
the net, the supposed leaf righted Itself
and dart it! away."

one
er

understand In myself.

Mary
none.

But all at once the two maids nudged
one another and turned their faces,
all convulsed with merriment, and I
looked and saw that the poor little

SCOTT'S
EMULSION

Scott's Emiflsion is the
means of life and of the enjoyment of life of thousands of
men, women

and children.

To the men Scott's Emulsion
gives the flesh and
strength so necessary for the
cure of consumption and the
repairing of body losses from
any lasting disease.
For women Scott'-e Emulsion croes this and more. It is

Aching Joints

over

to

tutor. Cousin Ralph." said she.
"and I will have yon to understand It.
He is a gentleman as well as yourself,
and you owe him an apology." So saying, she stamped her foot and looked
at Ralph Drake, her eyes flashing in
But Ralph Drake,
the moonlight.
whose face I could see was flushed,
even In that whiteness of light, flung
away with an oath muttered under his
breath, and struck out across the lawn,
bis black shadow stalking before him.
Then Mistress Mary turned and bade
me good night In the sweetest and most
curious fashion, as If nothing unusual
had happened, and yet with a softness I
In voice as if she would fain make
amends for her cousin's rougli speech,
and fluttered in through the open door
like a white moth, and left me alone

I !: ck lass U A crept on h.tiuls and
knees to where (lie mirror tt.ished In
the grass iinii wit » looking at lier face
therein with such anxiety a* might
move one ut once to tears and laughter
to see If the dew bad washed her

her great gossip, and a young colored
wencb. all washing their faces In tlie
Ma}· dew, which lay lu a great fl:od
as of diamonds and penrls over ev-

quiries.*

my

This last she said with a toss of her
head and η proud glance, for Nathaniel
Bacon was to this maid a hero of heand naught but her sex and her
roes,
nature
the
of
it
was
two, but whether
tender years, she being but twelve or
of love I could not tell.
1
had kept her from JoinSir Humphrey kept tbe road with us so at the time,
his ranks. But indeed in this I had
for some distance after we had left the ing
with her, though chary 30th of April, the night before May day,
others, gazing beside the horse block, full sympathy
if
and there was more merrymaking in
all equally desirous of following, but of expressing
Mistress Mary Cavendish had fram- consequence, though May was not here
be
a i
not
would
It
that
well
knowing
in her chamber a silhouette as in England, and even in England not
fair deed to the maid to attend her I ed In black
and she wore in a locket what it hud been in thevflrst Charles'
of
this
hero,
a
with
homeward on the Sabbatb day
of his hair, by which she had reign.
whole troop of lovers. But Sir Humph- a lock
But they kept up their rollicking late
come in some girlish fashion through
rey Hyde leaped to his saddle anil rode
of hers, a kinswoman that night for the window of my
abreast Vlth no ado, being ever mind- a young gossip
of Bacon's, from whose head I verily
ed to do what eeeuied good to himself,
believe she bad pilfered it while asleep.
the
in
stood
mother
bis
unless indeed
And, more than that, I knew of her
way of his pleasure. Sir Humphrey's
strewing .fresh blos- In the fingers, toes, arms, and other
mother, Lady Clarissa Hyde, was one and Cicely Hyde
the tide of the York river, in
that are
of those unwitting tyrants which one soms on
parts of the body, are joints
which Bacon fcad been buried, on the
set's ahrang women, by reason of her
inflamed and swollen by rheumatism—
of his death and coming
exceeding delicacy and gentleness, anniversary
that acid condition of the blood which
with sweet eyes red with team
home
of
the
but
seem
cruelty
It
which made
affects the muscles also.
of heroic sentiment, which surely be
a brute to cross her, and thus had her
Sufferers dread to move, especially
mankind.
shed
most
by
the
not
ignoble
own way forever and never ruspected
"
ever beard of
after
sitting or lying long, and their
the
'Twae
good
only
It were cot always the way of others.
"and
is commonly worse in wet
Mistress
Mary,
condition
them."
repeated
Sir Humphrey was a well set young
even that they must need spoil by comweather.
gentleman, and be was dressed in the
home and paying tithes to my Lord
"It has boon .1 lor.a; ii:ne Mnce we have
farthest^ fash Ion. The broad back of ing
My
that he wink at tbeir disaffec- been without lluoii's Sarsaparilla.
his scarlet coat, rising to the trot of ids Culpeper
'father thinks he could not do without it.
tion. I irow had I been a man and
soft
rheumatism
tbe
goldwith
troubled
clusbed
through
has
been
He
horse,
fought with General Bacon, as I would since he was α boy, and Hood's Sarsapegreen mijts and radiances of tbe spring
I been a man, I would ril la Is the only medicine he can lake that
had
have
fought
of
a
blare
trumpet
landscape like the
him to take bis place in the
have paid no price therefor to the klnp will enable
his gold buttons glittered, the long
Miss Ada Doty, Sidney, Iowa.
in hid- field."
have
would
but
stayed
himself,
plnme on his bat ruflled to the wind

J

chamber being toward Jamestown, and
the wind that way, I could bear them
tlli I fell asleep. At midnight I awakened suddenly at the sound of a light
laugh, which I knew to be Mary Cavendish's. There was never In the maid
any power of secrecy when her huShe
her.
mor
overcame
laughed
again, and I heard a hushing voice,
which I knew to be neither her sis-

spoke.
"I will not have such language

Λ
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Beef.

For the production of baby beef calves
which have been allowed whole milk
fresh from the cow are more suitable
because they are in better flesh at weaning time. Such calves should be fed
grain just as soon as they can be encouraged to eat. A mixture consisting
of one-half whole oats, one-qnarter bran
and one-quarter shelled corn is very
satisfactory for young calves receiving
milk. Whole grain is ordinarily more
attractive to young calves than ground
grain. The whole grain is always fresh,
while the ground- grain is sometimes
the air.
tainted from
exposure to
Shelled corn is brittle and easily cracked by young calves, which seem fond of
nibbling it. Probably no grain is more
relished by them, regardless of the fact
that it is too etarcny for their good
when fed alone. Bran, rich in protein,
offsets the starchy corn, and, with oats
supplies sufficient bulk to satisfy the
craving for something bulky to develop
the ruminating powers. Bran is also an
excellent bowel regulator useful In conaection with a milk diet. Oats tend to
check scours in all animals. No single
food is more satisfactory to supplement
milk for growing calves than whole oats.
The mixture of the three foods is more
satisfactory. If bran is not available
itne-half the same quantity of oil meal
could be used, instead.
Grain feeding before weaning not
jnly saves milk, but, more than that, it
lessens the shrinkage which is likely to
follow weaning. By permitting the calf
to drink but once a day before weaning
entirely from the cow, full feeding on
train at the time, very little shrinkage
is occasioned when the milk is withdrawn
entirely. The secret of feeding after
weaning time is to hold the milk flesh
ind keep the calf putting more on top.
At this age it is natural for a calf to deIf flesh and fat are to
relop frame.
keep pace with this bone development,
lieavy grain feeding is the only course
All the grain the calf can be
:o pursue.
nade to consume without taking the
nlge off his appetite is the safest rule to
follow. This is where skill and watchfulness are rewarded. At this stage the
:alf will stand more corn, equal parts of
1 :orn, oats and bran.
With spring calves a late summer pas- j
ure of bluegrass will furnish any
ein lacking in the grain ration. If no ,
| iluegrass pasture is available and the
•al ve.H are si able fed the roughness should |
:onsist very largely of clover or alfalfa, j
iince both of these plants are rich in ;
>rotein and are relished by calves. In ;
>roducing baby beef there should be no
essation of heavy grain feeding. The
irst winter corn should be increased to
If ;
orm at least half the grain ration.
>ats are high in price, as they usually
ire in comparison with corn, it is better

' Bloquent

Democrat.

Oxford

The

Tnat very next morning after I had
learned from Mary Cavendish, supa most
plemented by a sulky sileuce«of assent
she tonic for the
from Sir Humphrey Hyde, that
femhad, under pretense of ordering
women have to
inine finery from England, spent all
To children
en
her
from
crops
income
her year's

sustaining food and
special trials that

Duniah Peasantry.

The I'an.nil peasantry
able love of order and

have

a

not-

symmetry In
household arrangement, placiug their
furniture wherever possible In paire

and In exactly corresponding positions.
One old peasant who had accumulated

little money and bad been prevailed
a piano seupou to buy Ids daughter
to
riously considered buying another
wall. Their
the
opposite
against
place
bedsteads constat of great boxes, genand heaped
erally painted r»*d or green
with feather beds, between which they
sumInsinuate themselves winter and
If unable to afford so many
mer.
straw
feathers, the uudcrbed is of
that
and receives so little attention
and race
mice build their nests In It
withback and forth squealing shrilly
slumout disturbing the stolid peasant
ofbers. The beddiug Is not washed
tener than once or twice u year.—Londou Standard.
a

The Camel m · Soldier.
a
The cauiel Is a good soldier, says
Loudon writer. It may be stupidity,
la
and it may be bravery, but a camel
tower. The
as steady under Are as a
on the
Persians mounted small cannon
them
backs of their camels and called
This
or "little wasps."

zambwnha,
aftfashion was adopted In India, and
2,000 of theee
er the battle of Sobraon
In the
artillery camels were captured.
had a camIndian mutiny the British
the back
el corps of 150 beasts, and on
of each camel sat a Scotch hlfhlander
in his kilt. In 1840 Sir Charles Napier
in one
had a camel corps in Slndh, and
miles,
seventy-five
marched
he
day
marched
defeated λ brigand chief and
In 1878 the lirltlah used

bear.
Scott's Emulfor the purpose of sion gives food and strength
shot
and
powder
making a stand in the contemplated for growth of flesh and bone
destruction of the new tobacco crops, and blood.
For pale girls, 1 home again.
and thereby plunged herself and her
aud the
were hard for thin and sickly boys Scott's
camels against the Afghans,
which
α
In
danger
family
for 00,000 camels that
I
heard
paid
It
discovered,
were
government
a
is
Emulsion
to estimate
of
great help.
and merdied in those campaigns. Many
a shrill duet of girlish laughs
Send lor free «ample.
to death by their
Then,
SCOTT & BÙWNB, Chemlnte.
New York.
looking forth, whom should I see 40Θ-4Ι5 Pearl Street,
BOo. and $ I.OO ι all druggist··
hat JIarv Cavendish eqd Cicely Hyde,
house.
ry tongues before the

on

λ

_

these were driven
claim
owners In order that they might

the government bounty.

Wwt Paris.
The Universaliet circle will hold a
Φχίαχd
for annual election of
THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN AU bus!dms meeting
officer· and the transaction of all other
I88USO TUESDAYS.
8ECTION8 OF THE COUNTY.·
neoeaaary busineaa on Friday evening of
thia week, Oct. 14th, at the home of
pari·
SOUTH PARIS, MAINS, OCT. 11, 1904.
All members
Mr·. Emma W. Mann.
ESTABLISHED 1<Λ1.

democrat,

ght

THE OXFORD BEARS.
im

Tumi —#1.50 a year If paki strictly In advance.
Otherwise $3.00 a year. Single copie· 4 cent·.

lint Baptist Church. Preaching e verySunday
τ. F. β.
it 11 a. m. Sunday School at il Κ.
C. ■· Sunday afternoon at S. Sabbath Evening
Serrlce li tAir. M. Prayer Meeting Thursday
last
evening at 7 30. Covenant Meeting the
Prl'iay before the let Sunday of the month at
corare
connected
All
not
otberwlae
iJO p. m.
dlallT Invited.
Unlveraallat Church, Bar. J. H. Little, Paator.
Preaching service every Sunday at 11 A. ■·
Sunday school at li M.

AU legal ad re rdsement*
iunmuHivrc
an fine three connective Insertion· tor |1JU
contract»
per Inch In length of column. Special
made with local, transient and yearly advert!·

Prentiss Camming*, Esq., of Brookline, Mms., who ha* a summer home
here and spends quite a portion of the

a

atwood

Forbes,

Î<W«ri «Ml Ft>ni«Uw.
M. ATWOOD.

tiSOBOK

A. K. Vouu.

—

era.

New type, fart pre*aea. Wan
Jua PaiKTMQ
power, experienced workmen and low price·
combine to make thla department of our boaldcm complete and popular.

Coming Event·.
Oct. *>. 27.—Oxford Universalis! Association.
Ru nj font Fall·.
Not. 1.—Oxford Pomona Grange, North Buck
Oeld.
Not. 8.—National election.

For President:

Theodore Roosevelt,
Of New York.
For Vice-President:

Charles W. Fairbanks,
Of Indiana.
FOR PRESIDENTIAL ELECTORS:
Franklin A. Wilson, Bangor.
Waldo Pettengill, Rumford.
Robert McArthur, Biddeford.
Fred H. Harris. Boothbay Harbor.
Frederick G. Kinsman, Augusta.
Joseph B. Peaks, Dover.
SEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

A Hot Subject.
SUble and Street Blankets.
.Sweaters.
Rain Coats Ha*e the Call Now.
Lowney's Cocoa.
Kill th* Cough.

Wanted.

Trimmed Hats.
Break up That Cold.
Criminal Costs Allowed
•loners.
All Kinds of Sweater·.

by County Commis

A Business Man's View.
The weekly financial letters of Henry
Clews, the veteran New York banker,
are familiar to people throughout the
country and are quoted from by scores
of newspapers as conservative, sensible
Mr. Clews is not a politiand patriotic.
cian, but in Everybody's Magazine he
bas an article which shows that his political advice is as sound as that he gives
upon matters of business and finance.
The article is in the form of an answer
to the question, "Which is the safer
vote to give, a vote for Roosevelt or a
vote for Parker?" Mr. Clews puts no
evasion or doubt into his answer and it
ought to be read by every voter in the
country. Here is the gist of the arguments and considerations which he sets

ι

year in it, was on Saturday nominated
for State Senator by the Republicans of
There
District
the Second Norfolk
was a spirited contest in the convention,
from
Wednesday
which was in session
till Saturday, and the nomination was
ballot
S9th
Saturday
the
until
made
not
afternoon.
The Universalist parish at its adjourn-

ed annual meeting Tuesday evening reelected the former officers.
Mie* Mary H. Taylor of Boston is
visiting her sister, Miss Una P. Taylor,
at J. L. Chase's.
Beth·!.

Services were resumed at the M. E.

church last Sunday, the pastor having
returned.

Apple* are being picked
quantities.

in

large

The fair at Riverside Park wa* the attraction for muet of the town's people
Tuesday and Wednesday.
Dr. and Mr*. F. I. Brown of South
Portland have been spending a few days
with Mrs. Brown's parent*, Hon. and
Mr*. J. M. Philbrook.
Eben Kilborn have
Mr. and Mr*.
gone on an extended western trip. They
will visit the Exposition and then go to
Oklahoma to visit Mrs. Kilborn's brother.
The Christian Endeavorer* held a very

pleasant social Wednesday evening.

Mr*. P. B. Tnell ha* received news of
the death of her mother at Pomona,
Cal. Mr*. Mason wa* the widow of
Woodsum Mason, a native and long-time
resident of Bethel, who with the "Bethel
colony" went to Pomona about eighteen
eon
year* ago. Mr*. Mason leave* one
and four daughters to mourn the loss of
a faithful mother.
Mrs. Martha Chapman is still seriously ill at her home.
Mr. S. B. Twitched returned from the
Maine General Hospital last Monday.
The Indies' Aid of the M. E. church
will hold their annual harvest fair and
supper at 1'attee's Hall October 12th.
These fairs are always well attended and
popular, aud the present year will be no

exception.
Monday evening,

in
store for those who are interested in
education and the best methods. Odeon
Hall should be tilled to listen to speaker* who have made a study of a
very
a

rare

treat is

important subject.
Mr. E. C. Bowler will start for St.
Louis with another party Oct. 17. This

will be the last opportunity to go under
the supervision of Mr. Bowler and asAll who have enjoyed the
sistant*.
privilege have words of highest commendation for the service in all its details.
forth.
The Ladies' Club propose to hold a
Roosevelt and his party are of a single
bargain sale and afternoon tea at Garmind.
land Chapel Thursday afternoon, Oct. 20.
But Parker and his party are of many
Mr*. A. G. Wiley of Cornish has been
minds.
and contradictory
visiting her mother and sister. Friends
Roosevelt
for
if
vote
Therefore,
you
of Dr. Wiley congratulate him upon the
and his party you know what you are
succee* with which he is meeting in his
Parker
vote
for
if
for.
But
you
voting
and his party, you don't know which of profession.
the many contradictory views in the
Bryant's Pond.
party is going to prevail, or what hodgeA very few attended the fair at Bethel
podge of absurd compromise they will this week from this place.
patch up.
Mis* Essie Bowker came home from
You can be sure that Roosevelt and
Newry Saturday and remained until
his party will treat thé tariff wisely.
afternoon.
How Parker and hie party will treat Monday
There will be entertainments given by
the tariff, nobody knows but we all fear.
a medicine company at Dudley's Opera
It seems a sensible proposition that if
House, commencing Tuesday evening,
the tariff is to be revised, it should be
Oct 11, and continuing through the
modified by its friends rather than torn
week.
at by its euemies.
una
uocu
itt· VUMV
IX.
^UI ιο mv»
With Roosevelt and his party we are
the past week with erysipelas in one of
sure of sound money.
his tegs.
But with Parker and his party we can
Misa Ethel Kurd is at Waterville this
only hope for its permanence.
week attending the Maine Baptist conThe gold standard is irrevocably fixed
vention.
if the Republican party stays in power,
Mr. and Mr». Albert Bower were at J.
but not irrevocably if the Democrats
L. Bowker'e Sunday.
win.
Mrs. Frank Cushman visited her son
In 189*» and 191)0 Roosevelt voted for
and wife Sunday at Gorham, Ν. II.
sound money and for McKinley and his
Postmaster Bowker had a pleasant
beneficent policy, while Parker voted for
call Wednesday from the new county atwhat he admit* was an error, and to upBarnes of Norway.
had
eo
•ot wbat McKinley
wisely torney.
Mrs. A. M. Chase and son, Alden, 2d,
builded.
visited her people at Turner recently.
We know that Roosevelt and his party
Mr. Allen of Worcester, Mass., gave
will deal with the trusts seriously and
an hour's graphophone entertainment
vigorously, as in the past.
which was to be folBut how Parker and his party will Thursday evening,
lowed by a dance, but there being only a
deal with the trusts, ηυ one knows.
few present the dance did not come off.
Roosevelt and his party will be sure to
Joseph Thurlow and family live in the
continue the John Hay policy.
old Cushman house, and Mr. Thurlow
But Parker and his party are likely to
works for Ilanno Cushman, and has conplunge into the unknown, with path· tracted with Mr. Cushman to cut five
that lead nowhere in particular.
hundred cords of wood.
They say Roosevelt will override the
Quite an extensive business is done
constitution. Parker says be will stand
by the farmers in this vicinity sending
by the constitution. How absurd this their
milk to Portland. It is reported
is!
that it is more of a financial success than
Roosevelt and hie party have always
selling their cream.
stood by the constitution.
Capt. John Dearborn has had curbing
Paikerandhis party make "constituin and a fine cement walk laid
tionalism" a mask for a lack of aggress- put
from the sidewalk to his door. Walter
iveness.
Gordon was master workman.
i; Who has ever seen the "big stick"?
Roosevelt bas been President for three
Norway Lake.
years. When has he ever used a club?
Mrs. K. W. Knight and Mrs. Lottie
Seldom have we had a President whose
have gone to Monson for a few
acts have been more constantly the acts Crane
weeks' visi*.
of a man of peace.
Norway Lake Woman's Club will
We bpve always liked our big-stick
meet with Mrs. Ellen Crockett Oct. 19th.
Presidents—Jefferson,
tv«

Monroe, Jackson,
Lincoln, (irant, Cleveland, McKinley—
honor.
they all brought us
No living man can charge Roosevelt
with deceitfulnees, and nobody fails to
know what he is driving at.
Parker may not be deceitful, but he
takes a longer time to show himself open
and above board.

Here And There.

Program :

Sto·Manl'e Lecture on Japan.
Mr*. Carrie Huberts.

Ok'» Civil Government. Mr». Wlnnlfral Pottie
IIre. Winnie Hall
Story,

Mothers' Club will meet with Mrs.
Winnifred Pottle.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Flood and little
sou Carl of Farmington are visiting relatives in this vicinRy.
Carrie
Mrs. Mary Perry and Mrs.
Roberts attended state fair.
A deer was see?) in Mr. Shattuck's

long-delayed but stu- dooryard WedneKlay night.
is to be formally openW. S. Partridge and F. E. Pottle went
ed Oct. 27th. This subway is one of the to West Paris Monday on business.
marvels of modern engineering accomLovell.
plishment. Meanwhile the demands of
business are continually crowding the
Miss Nettie O. Andrews has returned
New

York's

pendous subway

residences off Manhattan, and the num- to Lawrence.
ber to be carried into the city and out
The schools in town were closed after
again daily is constantly increasing. Tuesday for the week on account of the
The transportation problem demands fairs at
Fryeburg and Waterford.
subways, but the demand increases faster
C. K. Chapman and wife and Miss Jesthan it can be met. It is doubtful if sie A.
Chapman attended the Congrethe new subway give· anything more
conference at North Bridgton
gational
than a little temporary relief, and other
and

subways are already planned.

Friday.

Thursday

Mrs. James H. Walker and daughter
have returned from a visit to
Nellie

Portland.
Mr. Edison is again nearly ready to
Miss Carrie Hubbard is assisting Mrs.
the
on
market.
his
put
Harmon in her millinery store.
storage battery
And if it will do half what has been
Mrs. Dr. Cochrane, formerly Miss Ida
claimed for it, a remarkable advance Hutchins, of Saco, is
visiting her parents
will be made. That it can do all that here, and
brings her two children.
has been claimed, no one would be so
foolish as to expect.

Kight hold-up men in Chicago have
been given sentences for life,
under a law which allowathe imposition

recently

of such a sentence in cases of robbery
at night with the aid of a deadly weapon.
While at first blush that sentence may
seem harsh, in cases where there is no

taking of life or even a direct attempt
it, full consideration of the offence
will

most people that the
fits the crime pretty well.

convince

punishment

Eaat

Bethel]

In an address by Judge Bonney at the
laying of the corner stone of a new dormitory at Colby College, the end of oo-

edncation at that institution is distinctly foreshadowed. Not even the compromise of co-ordination is to be continned, but as soon as practicable two
entirely separate college·, one for men
and the other for women, are to be
Co-education ia one of
established.
those things which are in the peculiar

Mills.

A. J. Ayer is home for a week from
Lewiston where he has been rtaying
with his daughter, Mrs. Albert Greer,
while he is being treated for a cancer in
the face by Dr. Russell. The doctor
Mr. Ayer is
uses the X-ray treatment.
very much pleased with the prospect of
a cure he has.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Brooks were at
Mrs. Brooks father's, D. D. Cross', last

Sunday.

Miss N. Medora Emery of Auburn,
who has spent the past five weeks with
her sister, Mrs. W. H. Farnham, returned to her home Saturday. Mrs. Farnham's sister, Mrs. F. A. Luce, of Auburn, also visited her a few days.
Mrs. Annie Emery is home again from
k viait to friends in Massachusetts.
Ormando Farwell and Will Holt were
in Howe Hill with their threshing mashine the past week, Thursday and Friday, staying at W. H. Farnham's Thurs-

condition of being utterly disapproved
and condemned, although no argument iay night
'
Many of our
against them or reason for their anoliah- Bethel
fair.
ment ia ever brought forward.

,-

requested to be present.
On Sept. 31st, Mrs. Frank S. Briggs,
who for some time has been stopping
with her mother, Mrs. Sarah E. Curtis,
presented her huaband with a fine little
daughter. Mr. Brigga ia still working
in Portland, but can be with his family
over Sundays, so it is likely that Mrs.
Briggs may remain here through the
winter.
Arthur E. Kicker spent a few days
vacation with his parents the first of
He bas been working at
last week.
Yarmouth for some time, but now has a
position aa day télegraph operator for
the G. T. R. at Mechanic Falls.
Mrs. Clara ▲. Ridlon has come back
here and again gone to housekeeping in seemed to enjoy.
Rev. Mr. Athearn, Miss Georgia Dean,
her home. Frank Dunham has moved
from there into the upstairs rent in Mrs. Miss Sarah Barrett, and Mrs. C. H.
Prince attended the Baptist convention
Clafiin's house.
Mrs. M. S. Davis and little daughter at Waterville.
Mildred are visiting in Portland.
Judge Whitman of Norway and SheriffMrs. F. E. Wheeler was called to Bath elect Mclntire have recently been in
the middle of last week by the sudden town, taking the train for up country.
Milford Irish of Whitman, Mass., and
death of her mother.
As an anniversary of their wedding one Wm. Bridgham of Lewiston, have rein town.
year ago, Mr. and Mrs. Geo. D. Robert- cently been
Amos Foster and brother have shot
son spent the day here Wednesday of
fourteen ducks in South Pond.
last week.
Alfred Cole is confined to the house
David Emmons is having two double
roof windows put on his house.
by sickness.
John H. Carey of Salem, Mass., is
After being shut down for the most
of the summer the whistle is again heard visiting at Dr. Heald's.
at Mann's mill.
BTHKAKKD MOUNTAIN.
The Ladies' Auxilliary of the Baptist
The frigid wave has passed by after
society will have a meeting on Tuesday
considerable damage to corn and
afternoon of this week for sewing. AH doing
apples.
interested are invited to attend.
Plaisted Whitman has dug and put
The Paris Mfg. Co. is adding a valuinto the cellar one hundred and three
able lire protection to its plant. A
bushels of giant potatoes, besides about
water system of tank and hydrant is
bushels of smaller ones. He is
is
and
being
put twenty
piping
being put in,
He will not
now picking his apples.
with
automill
the
all
buildings
through
have so many as he had last fall, but the
matic sprinklers.
color will be richer.
A hard frost Friday night which at
We this day received from Mr. Henry
this writing looks as if in most sections
of Woodetock two apples of
would spoil all apples which were not Whitman
the Wolf River variety, measuring each
already gathered.
thirteen inches in circumference and
Mrs. Laura E. Bailey, trimmer, of
weighing both together a tiny fraction
Portland, is assisting Mrs. M. G. Brad- lees
than two pounds, with the informabury in her millinery rooms. Mrs. tion that
they were a fair sample of the
Bradbury has a fine line of trimmed and
apples raised in Woodstock. A fine
untrimmed hats.
town for apple buyers we should say.
We were much pleased a few days ago
East Waterford.
at
receiving a call from Mr. Judson MerThe Bolster's Mills Telephone Co.
a former resident of this section but
have established routes in Waterford rill, a
citizen of the Bay State. Mr. Mernow
and will soon set their poles if there is
rill is a thorough gentleman of the kind
A hearing is appointed at
no objection.
that one is always glad to meet. Althe town house the 8th.
his hair is as white as snow he
Twenty-three families in town have though
he feels no older than he did thirty
signed a contract to have 'phones put in, says
More years ago than I would
but we fancy there will be many more. years ago.
like to say, I went to school to him in
Fourteen dollars a year for the use of
the
Considerable stock has the little brown scbool bouse under
each 'phone.
where he was a well-loved teacher.
been taken by the patrons here. The hill,
George Maxim is building a chimney
Eastern Telephone Co. has had a line
for Ben Taylor.
running to the villages for several years.
Mr.
Some sneak thief has stolen
Mr. and Mrs. Harlow of Buckfield
Clark's squashes, taking all the
visited their niece, Mrs. E. C. Hilton, Charles
large ones, and leaving only a few small
recently.
Is there no way
ones out of a large lot.
Miss Delia Lade of Portland is visiting
to rid a community of such pests? He
at Melvin Morey's.
thinks be knows where these went to.
James Tibbetts and two young men of
Sabattus are here for a month's hunting.
Greenwood.
Mrs. Tibbetts and little Carlice accom0. G. Whitman has been on the sick
panied them.
but while he feel, better in body
M re. Estes and child of Harpewell are list,
is still somewhat chagrined at
the
visiting her mother, Mrs. A. C. Bean, the spirit
loss of a part of his crops. He is
and sister, Mrs. Georgie Burgess.
on rather a frosty farm, and durDr. and Mrs. E. L. Hamlin of Wal- living
ing that cold wave, not only his sweet
tham are in town.
corn froze in the ear, but also the fodder,
Mrs. C. W. Gammon went to N. S.
so that he could not get it into the
last week for the little daughter of Silas
shock. Added to this are at least 100
D. White. She has been living with
barrels of grafted winter applee, many
her grandparents but will now make her
of which were frozen on the trees, and
home with her father.
worthless. But the damMisa Josephine Sanderson spent Sat- consequently
age does not end there; many of his
urday and Sunday at home.
trees were so heavily loaded with fruit
Miss Elsie Sanderson came home from
that their limbs broke or split off, thus
Intervale, X. H., Sept. 30th. After a
much injury in that way. So that,
week's rest she will go to Limerick to doing
taken all in all, it is no marvel if Mr.
attend school instead of returning to
Whitman has just a little touch of what
Edward Little High School where she
is sometimes called the blues.
was last year.
Rev. C. II. Young preached a good serMr. and Mrs. Mark Pride of Norway
mon last Sabbath at the City, from the
Brothers'.
at
Pride
Sunday
spent
Fine
text:
He knoweth not how.
Mrs. Otis Martin is disposing of her
was rendered,
household goods at pri>ate sale, and congregational singing
Mrs. Frank Maxfield playing the organ.
will soon go to Norway to live with her
The series of meetings held there the
step-daughter, Mrs. Emma Smith.
week previous, did not result io any
Grafton.
special good according to present indication; however, if there was good
.Mrs. A. >v. rarrar is very sick.
seed sown in the right kind of ground,
The Androscoggin and Lake Telephone
it may spring up and yield fruit later
Co. have the poets set through Newry
on.
and expect to complete the route to the
Last Monday John Titus called here
lake before winter.
on his way to a place beyond, and the
inference is that he is prospering, and
Oxford.
a good share of the blessings
Mrs. Edward Haggett has returned to enjoying
of life. While here he related a spicy
Portland.
little incident in which Cupid was inMrs. Stevens of Mount Vernon was in
timately connected, but must be omitted
town last week canvassing for books.
for want of space.
Mrs. Ellen Tripp, wife of Samuel
There are now four persons gathering
Tripp, died of typhoid fever October 1st. apples for Dr. Packard
on the Nelson
Mr. Bruce Dunn of Poland, a soldier
Jackson place, and the orchard is a
in the war of the rebellion, is very sick.
I never saw before and probably
Dr. A. L. Ilersey has returned from sight
The present crop is
never shall again.
Boston.
estimated from 1000 to 1200 barrels of
Dr. H. R. Farrie has returned from
winter fruit, and nearly all Baldwins.
Gorham and is able to resume his pracThe doctor has 1200 more trees planted
tice.
and all of the Ben Davis variety.
T. A. Roberts Post will hold a campWithin about as many weeks seven
tire Saturday, Oct. 15tb.
have passed to the other shore,
Arthur Verrill has gone to the lakes persons
with all of whom I had been more or
hunting and fishing.
less acquainted in former days; and four
of them were relatives, either by blood
East Hebron.
Here are the names of the
or marriage.
The cold days of late remind ub of the
persons referred to: Capt. Lewis Bisnear aproach of winter.
beo, Sumner; LincolnTwitchell, Oxford;
Miss Clara Merrill was not as well at Mrs>Fessonden
Swan, Lewiston; Mrs.
to
be failing.
last report, and thought
Alonzo Abbott, Franklin Plantation;
a
Herbert Hutchinson recently passed
Mrs. Adelbert Alley, Hartford; Mr·.
short time with relatives and his former Daniel
Bisbee, Canton; Mrs. Ruth Buck,
schoolmates and friends, before return- Locke's Mills. Aunt Ruth Buck was
is
He
in
Bethel.
bis
home
to
always
ing
one of fourteen children, and the last
gladly welcomed by all.
leaf to drop from the family tree.
H. A. Record passed two days in his
Hebron.
home last week, bis first call since he
went to Old Orchard last spring.
Mrs. J. C. Donbam went to Auburn
Mrs. Altie Wiley from Vinalhaven is
Saturday to visit her daughter, Miss
at her old home for a few weeks, and Hazel
Donham, and returned Monday.
gave her old associates a pleasant call
Mrs. Howe is reported a little better
after an absence of several years.
than at last week's writing.
Miss Clara Washburn returned home
Dr. Crane has had a furnace put in the
last Sunday from visiting old friends in
parsonage. A. M. Richardson will have
Turner, Auburn and Lewiston.
one put in his house soon, also Ε. M.
Mr. and Mrs. L. R. Ilodsdon had a Glover in the new house being built
family reunion last Saturday. His chilMrs. H. T. Glover and Miss Bertha
dren were present with the exception of Packard went to Auburn
Wednesday.
Lawrence, his oldest sou, and his family.
Charles Cummings raised a large lot
Partridges are becoming quite scarce, of fine squashes this year.
judging from the conetant report of the
Dr. Crane and Prof. Sargent are atshot gun.
the Baptiet State Convention at
tending
Lilian
Miss
Walter
Smith
and
Mr.
Waterville this week.
Conant of Bucfcfield were married the
20th, and bad their reception in Grange
Brownfield.
Hall Saturday evening. A large comCold weather, but pleasant.
were
and
the
were
presents
pany
present
Everybody in Brownûeld attended
valuable. A fine time was enjoyed.
fair. Only two women left in
Fryeburg
now
are
Business is lively.
Apples
town Wednesday.
being gathered in baste. Every one is
F. G. Ham has returned from Meredith
wishing for warm weather to finish where he went to
bury his sister, who
harvesting. Apples are unusually large died
very suddenly last Saturday.
and highly colored.
Hill is
C. E.
having his engine
Charles DeCoster and two daughters
and one babe bave moved into Charles thoroughly repaired.
a big campfire
held
G. A. R. boys
Pierce's house.
here on Saturday last. Boys from
Invitations are already given out for
Bridgton and Fryeburg in attendance.
the coming Thanksgiving.
Some of the boys are 80 years old.
Mrs. J. L. Frink has returned from

are

Portland.
There is a large crop of apples in this
John McDonald and
cider at Red Mill.
vicinity.

KEI)

HILL.

The frost bas injured the sweet corn
and apple crop in this vicinity to a great
extent.
Cbas. Rose has his barn op and boarded at the Centre, and is to move his
house this week.
B. C. Seribner has bis engine moved at
the Centre, and is to move the boarding
house soon.
Miss Esther Bixby is boarding at Rev.
C. L. Parker's at Mexico and going to

high school.

Miss Gertrude Swain has finished work
for Mrs. V. D. Kimball, and has returned to her home.
Mr. Ansel E. Taylor of Fort Terry,
New York, 43d Coast Artillery, has been
visiting relatives and friends in this

vicinity.
Mrs. Asbury Hoyt and Mrs. Frye Goddard took in state fair, also visited their

brothers in Bowdoinham.
Miss Garth, the teacher of Red Hill
icbool, boards with Mrs. Asbury Hoyt.
Mr. Horn has moved his family on to
townsmen attended the 3rant Woods'^arm whioh be bought re-

2

\

are

eon

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Fitch of
in town to-day.

were

ing at Waterford.

Mrs. Will Walker, at the hospital
Portland, is reported very ill indeed.

When their party
year.
at do it, minus their office work, for noth-

REVOLVER ON

USED A

ANOTHER

BOY

NIGHT.

FRIDAY

Victor Binford of Mexico, 17 years of
outage, was arrested at Mexico as the
come of a shooting affray in that place

Friday night

While Binford wai escorting a young
home about 10:30 o'clock from the
school sociable in tbe town ball,
it is claimed that Arthur Varnev, aged
10 years, came up, and taking hold of
Binford, began wrestling with him,
finally throwing him down. Binford
was unable to save himself or to resist
the punishment, and it is alleged, drew
a 32-calibre revolver, shooting twice at

lady
high

Varney.·

One bullet entered

over

striking a rib glanced

the heart, but,

off and

tbe muscles of the back.
ed to the doctor's office,

lodged in
Varney walk-

where ether

for hie recovery.
It is understood that the shooting
The
waa the outcome of an old grudge.
talk about town is that the village boys
have been teasing Binford the greater
part of tbe summer about his attentions
to the young lady, and tbil at several
times assaults have been committed on
him by the lads. Binford is of slight
build and was unable to defend himself
and has been carrying a revolver since
the feeliug bas been manifest.
Binford is the son of Dr. H. J. Binford
of Mexico, one of the best known physicians in this part of the county, and is
said'to be a quiet, gentlemanly young
fellow.
His father is now ill. The family is
of high standing and has the entire sympathy of tbe community.

good

sion

through

It· Advnntaire·.

Scene—Train stopping :t snnll rail-

road station. Irritable <>!d Gentleman
—What on earth do they s: ρ at a station like this for? Objectionable Pasme to get
senger (allghtlngl—To allow
I
ont Irritable Old Gentleman—Ah!
see It has Its advantages then.

opposition.

since it was announced
war

new
was

ships."

is

♦λ

Whereupon

taken for numerous edithe text
torials long and short, regarding the
The Donr (.111*.
enormous cost and difficulty of building
M illy—You know, dour, wo've been
the
fact
well
as
as
twenty battleships,
that they can not be got in commission ; ρηί,':ικ«Ι for two years. iiihI I tliink it's
for several years, until after the present time we wore getting married. Tlliey—
But it was Oh. I don't know. dear. If yuu really
war has died of exhaustion.
"war ships" that were named. A tor- love htm you'll lot him l>o happy for η
pedo boat, a dispatch boat, a submarine little longer yet.
or even a converted yacht
may be a
war
ship. Twenty battleships is a

the

can

Anti-Saloon

League

is to be held in

any

BEFORE NORWAY MUNICIPAL
U.C. DAVIS, JU1ME.
State

vs.

ford; Noyea Drug Store, Norway.
If troubled with a weak digestion try

Chamberlain'· Stomach and Liver Tab-

Races at Bethel Fair.
288 Claaa, Trot

or

Pace—Purse $100.

August, b a, Maple Grove Stock Farm,

1
2
8

Auburn

Julian, b)k

a

Alclaymont, bg
lime—230,2.27 3 4,2.28.
2.23 Trot

Leila Wllkea, b m,
Mlaa Strike, br m,

or

Pace— Puree

$150.

Walker
Chapman

2
1
4
3

Jack Leo,
Orphan Wllkea
Time—2.25 3-4,2. 23 1-4, 2.27 1-4,2 2».
Free·for All—Puree $300.

Qoldflmler Boy,

b g, UoliUnl,
g, Ridley

Bex Wllkea, blk
Joe B., b a, Gregg,

by
Drugstore, Oxford; Noyes Drug Store,
Norway.

Time—2.18 1-2.2.211-2,2.22.
230 Claaa, Trot—Puree $125.

1 1
S 3
2 2

1
3
2

8.

8 8 111
Alclay M .chg, Walker
1 13 3 4
Alclaymont, b g, H&aUnga,
2 2 2 2 2
Dr. Clay, b g, Goddard,
4 4 4 4 4
Julian, blk ·, Chapman
Time—2.25 1-3, 2.231-2,2.26,2.28,211.

Fred Parrance,

λ».

Geo R. Stephenson
Fred Martelle,
James Gllllgan
Edward C. Meld
Henry Bodre,
Frank Haines,
Josephine I'aul
< has. E. Iiavls,
Thoi. F. Murphy,

State

vs.

H.

A.

Toledo Blade!
TOLEDO, OHIO.

The Beet Kiowa Newspaper
I· the United States.
Circulation ΙΤΙ,ΦΟΟ.
Popular in Every State.

to any pablication between New York
ind Chicago. It is the only Weekly news*and
paper edited expreasly for every atate
territory. The Newa of the World so arranged that busy people can more easily
jomprehend, then by reading cumber·
tome column· of dallies. All current topes made plain in each issue by special
editorial matter written from inception
*
town to date. The
paper pnblisbed
>y the smoke.
do not
especially for people who do orthirst
for
and
yet
ead
daily newspapers,
BETTER THAN PILLS.
)lain facta. That this kind of a newspawhat
asked—In
been
has
;
The question
is proven by the fact that
and >er is popular,
1
vay are Chamberlain's Stomach
he Weekly Blade now bas over 170,000
] jiver Tablets superior to the ordinary ;
in
·' rearly subscribers, and is circulated
< athartic and liver pills? Our answer is
In addition to the
1 ill parts of the U. 8.
to
-They are easier and more pleasant
1 lews, the Blade publishes short and
1 ake and their effect is so gentle and so erial stories, and many departments of
it
that
realizes
< tgreeable that one hardly
natter suited to eveiy member of the
I ι produced by a medicine. Then they 1!
(
Only one dollar a year.
but
bowels
the
Improve amily.
ι tot only move
Write for free specimen copy. Addrtae

j

only

11
j

|

(I
TilE BLADE,
OU·.
T«le4·,

< Ixford; Noyes Drag Store, Norway.

m

J1

mL

we

H. B. Foster,

1904 by
Hart Schaffner à? Marx

Copyright

Norway, Me

SWEATERS.

We have put in
ONE LOT of
warm,

line of Ladies' Sweaters.

a

garments? They

these convenient

good

yarns, pretty

Don't you need

in white,

come

blue,

of

one

red and gray.

blouse front, very neat and

weave,

$198

pearl buttons,.···

NEW SKIRTS.
We have several

new

length.

and dress

ONE LOT

styles

in sk rts since last week,

dark gray mixture, with

Walking Skirts,

strapped, plaited,

blue,

stripe

both

walking

of black ami

9$

ONE LOT Walking ^kirts of good weight mixture, black anil white,
and brown, black and white, tucked from the hips down, plaited
bottom, neat style,
$4.9$
ONE LOT of black Dress Skirts of broadcloth, very full, plaited bottom,
stitched plaits down the sides, braid ornaments, good sizes
$S.oo

plaited skirt, back of waist
tucked, sleeve and front has stitched plaits, large sleeve, pearl buttons,
$6.00
blue, brown and black,

ONE LOT Shirt Waist Su:ts of brilliantine,

Dressing Sacques

New
We

are

having

new

and

styles

127-129 ΠΑΙΝ

CASTORIA

long

Jackets

in

Gjod colors and sizes.

Kimonas

every few

days.

·

State

FKED

vs.

A.

DELANO, TRIAL
OXFORD.

J3
12 98
13j>9|

FAUNCE, TRIAL
BEFORE
SUte vs. Ernest Davie

Rain Coats Have The Call Now.
Every

1IITTIMU8BE8.
Lewis May
Patrick Haggerty

J. Omer Grar,
Wm. McCartbc
Bert Andrews
Fete Woods
Wm. Noonan
Frank Haines
John Berry,

Emily Baker,
Leonard Baker
Henry Jones
Bert Andrews

Llbby et al
Eugene Worster

Chas. G Brown
I rank Adams
John Manson,....

Alphonse Benard
Aille Downs
Wm. Hamilton

Mike Golden

Johu Brown
Barnev Mrshall
Louis "Moy
Henry Hawes.

Harry Desmond,
Stewart,
D. Stanley Jackson,
James Murray,
John Helander,
Chaa. Williams
Geo. Hannon,
Jason Smith,
Cbaa. Manning.
Ed. Parrlault
Chaa. Weat
Aille Downs,
John

John Corran
Jamea GUilgan

reason*

Unlike the old

and hard,

mean

and

style

a

walking

dressy

as

as

suit.

Will shed

better

water

mackintosh and is
wear

so

it's made of soft

cravenetted cloth that is

to church

just

on

a

as

than

proper

bright

a

to

sunny

day.

Large Variety
New Ones
Just In.
And the

$15, $18.
Ask

person who has had

a

| best girment they

Rain Coat and

They

had.

ever

a

are a

they

necessity,

|.

will tell you it's the

not a

luxury.

NORWAY.

SOUTH PARIS.
Bears the

CASTORIA For Infants and Children.
Thi Kind You Han Always Bougbt

« 10
9 37

price $10, $i-', $(

F. H. NOYES CO.,

|

J-'

Signature
of

Specialty Store.

05

«46
<·

Have you

hing out
it a

lady

in

These

petticoats.

from

22

to

arc

Adjustable

the newest

Each skirt will

27 and 27

to

adjustable yoke.
by
specially good for stout ladies as

■vaist band
ire

McGee

seen our

V'oke Underskirt?

9 45
·> 45
9 45
">ιθ
10 .0
1 85
11 «5
10 90
1 <4
» 24
1 <4
1 74

it like

the

dress skirt.

a

Ask

36

These
t> ey

Mc·

to see the

Adjustable Yoke Petticoat before
«2
in town you can get
1
If >uying, only place
3ee

«

«f
«{

hem.

174
<

10 <o

»

12®
10 <0
»35
1070
1210
1» 20
1149
12 tu
9 45
10 70
9 45
10 70
90 |
j
II'7
»74
9 49

?9β

174
174
«
1 74
'*

} I*
}1

«

I <4

JJ J®

7;

J JJ

J 1*

Fred Parrance,
1M
Bdward C. Fields
GKO&GE M. ATWOOD,
Tiaainrtr of Oxford Coast/.

Special for Saturday. Oct. I«f,
M 33 Wrapper* for Use Don't
Mrs. Pa^e of Boston,
orget the place
eacher of Art Needle Work.

L. ΛΙ. Lunt,

Norway,

ΓβΙ 18-4

}

M·

STABLE § STREET BLANKETS.
I

am

selling a burlap lined stable blanket for $1.00.

I have all sizes,

J

KSEEEE jS
J 4*

L

of these

one

rubber cloth coat that used to get

4 74

cî.Tn«'wîfut;:::::":::":::: »»;

Thoe. Plnmmer
Eugene Demlne
James Gllllgan
Chaa. Weat,.—

needs

Good for all

all weathers.

JUSTICE,

»

man

coats now.

151*2
10 6Λ
2112
U 14
17 21
18 01
11"
15 1'.'
10 tXi
15 2·!
14 Μ»
113»
21
11 n
10 91
14 I#
12 01
12 15
'Jïs

7 «9

"—

STORES.

}f5!
M "2

JUSTICE, OXFORD.

John
Dunkln Law,
Intox, liquor, β cases
Intox, liquor, 3 cases,
H. Howard
Intox, liquor, 3 cases
Chas. Williams
James M array

vs

®Slfi S/ffi
of

For Infants and Children.

BLUE

C 78
15 63
19 W
14 M
2<>ftl
10 04
11»
12 01
1°
70 1#
11
8 41

George Fletcher,
E. P.

State

STREET, NORWAY, MAINE.

II· Kind You Have Always Bought

BEFORE ALliKHT UKNNKTT, TR'AL JUSTICE,
OILEA1».
5 «0
State vs. liquor
I «9
Chas. J. Rowe,
8 83
Intox, liquor
11 10
Eugene Demlne,

Joe Monroe......
Wm McDonald
Pat Toonev,
Chas. Dunham

The Toledo Blade Is now installed in its new building, with a modern
plant and equipment, and facilities equal

May

ynu ?

see

WEST

Frank Herran

THE

CAUSE OF LOCKJAW.
Lockjaw, or tetanus, is caused by a
bacillus or germ which exists plentifully
in street dirt. It is inactive so long as
exposed to the air, but when carried beneath the skin, as in the wounds caused

overcoat

8WA9KY. TRIAL JUSTICE,
PERU.
11 M
Intox, liquor
< <1
Intox, liquor
9 97
Intox, liquor
"71
Intox, liquor
10M
Frank Atlams,
7 73
Intox, liquor
7 <1
Intox liquor
7 <2
Intox, liquor

BEFORE

Olmsted, Le Boy, Ν. Y.

AMERICA'S GREATEST WEEKLY

Many

other

14;
β 74

.......

Ask for Allan's Foot·Ease, A Powder
It rests the feet.
To shake Into your shoes.
Make· walking easy. Cure· Corns, Bunions, InAt
feet.
and
Sweating
Swollen
Nail·,
growing
all druggists and shoe store·. 2&c. Pon't accept
Allen
any substitute. Sample ITKEB. Address

1
3
2

sto

distinction.

WI

Tkli will latere·! Mother».
Mother Gray'· Sweet Powder· for Children. BEFORE JOHN L. 1IOWA' O, TRIAL JUSTICE,
Cure Feverlshne··, Bad Stomach, Summer Bowel
RIDLON VILLE.
Trouble·, Teething Disorder·, more and regulate State vs. Intox,
7 35
liquor,
the Bowels and Destroy Worms. Thty never/ail.
·"
Intox liquor
J
At all druggist·, 25c.
·»
1 1 1 Over 30,000 testimonials.
Intox
liquor,
Address Allen 3. Olm5 35
2 2 2 Sample mailed FBEE.
Intox, liquor
·»
4 3 3 sted, Le Roy. Ν. T.
Iutox. liquor
1-»'
3 2 4
Intox, liquor,

2 1
1 3
3 2

1

Lewie H. Ho't,

llosea McKay
Thoe. P. Kncelaud
Intox, liquor
Elizabeth Young,
Hosea SlcKay,
Robert Young
Elizabeth Young
( hari G. Itrown
Rotiert Young
R. Frost
Wm. Ayer
L. Baker
F. Haines
Johu Curran
James Gillespie
Chas. West
E>l. Perrlault
Chas. Manning
Blanche Bradbury,...
Jame* Gelllgan,
Jason Smith
Aille Downs
George Hannon
Intox, liquor,
Joe Legrarv
Chas F. nick ford

They will do you good. For sale BEKOBK
Shurtleff à Co., South Paris; Jones

lets.

full dress.

busine

yr.u decide upon, it's
suae to have
style and

COURT,

Emily Baker,..

CHAMBERLAIN'S COUGH REMEDY.
Ko one who ie acquainted with its

these facts are taken into consideration
it is not surprising that people in foreign
lands, as well as at home, esteem this
remedy very highly and very few are
willing to take any other 'after having
For sale by Shurtleff &
once used it.
Co., South Paris; Jones Drug Store, Ox-

as was ever

belt coats, Ryton, rain
coats. No matter which

|7

...

sterilized!"—Town Topics.

good qualities can be surprised at the
of
Chamberlain's
great popularity
Codgh Remedy. It not only cures colds
and grip effectually and permanently,
but prevents these diseases from resulting in pneumonia. It is also a certain cure for croup. Whooping cough
is not dangerous when this remedy is
given. It contains no opium or other
harmful substance and may be given as
confidently to a baby w to an adult. It
is also pleasant to take. When all of

as

dressy

.....

Overtilfrbt.
"Quick. mother! Ltaby brother hus
fallen down the well!"
"Oh. oh! And the well hasu't been

inclusive. Delegates are being appointed by the church bodies throughout the
entire country, and the indications are
that this will be the greatest gathering
ever assembled under the auspices of the
The
Anti-Saloon League movement.
program for this meeting contains the
names of a number of men of more than
The convention
national reputation.
proper is to be preceded by a week's
conference of leading temperance workers from all parts of the country.
The Anti-Saloon League does not seek
membership in the unit of individuals
but in the unit of organizations. Its
object is to bind together all the Christian and reform organizations now in
existence for a united attack upon the
saloon system. This conference is a
"School of Methods," in which the best
plans of work are brought forth and discussed with a view to aggressive, united
action. All persons engaged in the work
of saloon suppression are invited to be
present and participate in this conferIt opens on Wednesday, Novemence.
ber i)th, and will 'continue up to the
opening of the convention on the morning of November 16th.

garment

see

for you to look
at while you are here;

BEFORK JAMfcS B. HTKVKNSON, RKCORDKU,
BUMFORI) FALLS MUNICIPAL COURT,
$ 35 82 |
State vh lntox. lluuor. 10 cases
«W
Intox. liquor,
Intox, liquor
,.2i!
1.1 Ml
Intox· llqoor, 20 eases,
1H IT
Harry Desmon<I
Τ
Alton .Jacobs
1«
Fred Farnham,...........
10 0·.·
Roscoc ChlMe
9>7
Clarence Wlîlls,
7
Thoe. Plummet·
I" 57
Intox, liquor
W
5
cases
Intox, liquor,

An

Columbus, Ohio, November 16th to 18th

j tt
in here and

sty'es

17 46
18 20
11 77
7M
31 lo
272 3"

George Lewis,
Lewis Dowllng
Intex. liquor, 10 cases
lntox. liquor, 30 cases,

Maîx

made ; suitable for all
from
sorts of wear,

<MH7

liquor.

has inquired a deAmerican Anti-Saloon League tided stoop high up ueur his neck.
Waggles—Oh. I guess that's the stoop
Convention.
hie wife sits on.—Judge.
The annual convention of the Ameri-

The

11

llmoult.

Chas. O'Brien
Mike Golden,
Wm. McDonald
James Smith
l.ars Moy,
Joe Monroe,
Pat Tooncy
Harrv Huwcs,
Joe Monroe
Barney Marshall
Aille Downs
Alphonse Benard
T. Collins
Peter Proulx
Noel Levasser
lntox. liquor, 21 cases
lntox. liquor, 3 cases,
lntox. liquor, 25 cases,
lntox liquor, 7 cases
lntox. liquor, 2 cases
2 cases
lntox.

Jaggles— Ileupock

ouudation for a new set of buildings
'or E. S. Bennett.
W. L. Fickett and H. G. Bennett are
raming a barn for E. 8. Bennett
Mrs. A. S. Salt and son IJoyd were at
.'lint's Hotel the past week. S. W. Bunlett guide.
Wm. B. Garfield of Boston is up on
lis annual vacation. Camp Garfield ia
tow open to visitors, C. T. Fox, oook.
Flint's hotel was closed to the public
he appetite and aid the digestion. For
< )ctober 1st.
Shortlsff
The very wet weather of the past fort- ■ ale at 25 cents per bottle by
kind of business very * t Co., South Paris; Jones Drag Store,
make·
ι

tight

Wm. Hamilton,
John Manson
D. Stanley Jackson
John Stewart,

Trllul*.

different proposition.

Sebago

laying

John Brown

Where did she get
Good gracious!
Fair Girl—1 think she
that idea?
Judges by the butter that your father
used to recommend as good.

receive an increase of pocket money, as
the vote there was about four to one in

"twenty

lntox.'Iquor
lntox. liquor
lntox. liquor,

praved

better

self.
You'll
handsome and

8 "4
74 04
17 46
4 10
8 73
15 15
14 17
11 14
7 60
8 91
15 08
25 55
lift 78
204 Ki
9 00
8 73
9 11
1139
6 67
6 67
!> 79
8 16
667
6 92
6 92
6 67
10 19
6 92
9 79
7 91
8 00
7 66
7 91
11 68
H 65
10 39
7 78
1·>88
79 37
13 11
226 16

lntox. liquor
Wm Noonan et liquor,
Slialon
Pete Woods
Bert Andrews
Pete Woods,
lntox. l'quor, 4 cases
lntox. liquor,7 cases,
lntox. liquor, 22 cases,
lntox. liquor, 23 cases,
lntox. liquor

Nina of the Father·.

overcoat ;

look at the overcoat it·

778

Intox, liquor,

Fair Girl—I am sure papa would not
object to you, hut I am afraid luauiina
will. She says your family have deU Ich Grocer's Sontastes.

Tbe majority in the state against increasing the legislators' salaries is just
about in proportion to that in Oxford
County, or approximately three to one.
Kennebec County, where the legislators
spend their present modest stipend,
didn't seem anxious to have tbe Solons

a1|«

arrow,

Origin
The origin of the word "farm" Is as
follows: In the Saxons' time the estates
which the lords of manors granted to
the freemen were at first but for a
term of years, with a render of a rent,
which in those days was of corn and
The leases so made
other produce.
fermes, or farmes. hut
were called
times ensuing turned the produce into
of
money and terms of years to terms
life and Inheritance.

many merchants seek to have it outand legislatures are petitioned
to forbid its use. Yet therp is no violence done to any moral principle in its
It is simply a matter of businees,
use.
and if it is bad business, business men
may be depended upon eventually to
stop its use.

««VMM

an

at the Word "Farm."

lawed,

days

ofT

aperture

The trading stamp question is again
agitating the merchants of a Maine city.
Verily, what a great rumpus tbe little
trading stamp stirretb up! Both moral
and legal suasion are invoked against it,

Tjkaoikw

pussed
aperture in the lower part

shoot

an

Frank Herran
Intox liquor, 3 cases,
Intox, liquor, 8 cases,
1 ntox. liquor,2cases,
F. Week*,
Intox, liquor, 8 cases
Intox, liquor, 2 cases,

of the cylinder. It is set at the mouth
of crap holes and when the crab pro
ceeds to climbaip to the upper part of
the tube a delicately set book releases
the broad arrow, which closes the lowand Imprisons the crab.
er

Chance Comment.

A few

to

&

just step

7 67
8 SO
24 59
8&0
19 34
7 42
8 75
11 62
11 31
71 76

JoeTlbeault

Ha«t,

a

Schafther

a

John Murpby,
Thos. McCarthy
Chas. Hlrsch
Hm. Houlihan,
John Judge
Ε. F. Colby

Trap·.
À curious use of the bamboo in some
islands of the Pacific is as a crab trap.
The Jointed bamboo is stuck Into the
ground. Each piece has a little bow
half way up, and a string set at tenBamboo Crab

of

tration

NORWAY, MAINE,

administered and the bullet located
and taken out. Varnev then walked to
his home. Although he is not out of
danger, there being some fear of blood
poisoning setting id, the chances are tion."—Washington
was

look at this illus-

Just

his
in addition to keeping an eye on
has £2,000
Juniors, the chief whip, who
meinïïers on
a year, deale with the
STATE OF ΜΑΜΕ.
he who
their more touchy side. It is
and CODHTT or OXFORD.
practically distributes ribbons
COTOTT TREASURER'S OmCK,
titles and sees that cards of invitation
South Parle, Maine, Oct. 8,1904.
that no
The following list containing the aggregateare sent to this man and that;
allowed In each criminal case an
cost·
of
deli- amount
one is given undue preference, a
audited at the May and September terms of the
cate duty which requires much tact County Commissioners' Court and specifying tbe
becourt or magistrate that allowed tbe same ami
and skill.—London Standard.
In
fore whom the case originated Is published
13
of
Section
of
tbe
provisions
compliance with
State
Chapter 137 of the Revised Statutes of tbe
of
Maine.
Judlclona.
Many a true word is spoken quite by
BEFORE RUMFORD FALLS MUNICIPAL COURT,
accident. There were two middle aged
O. WILLARU JOHNSON, JUUOE.
women In the waiting room of a de
$ 49 35
State vs. Intox, liquor, 19 ca»es,
34 K2
and,
other
the
day,
store
Intox, liquor, 10 cAses
partment
6 99
Omer Gray,
8 40
looklug over the railing, they espied an
Stolen Goods,..
8 25
below.
floor
JoeSleaney
acquaintance on the
«79
John Tlbault,
one.
said
Rlunk,"
"There's Mrs.
10 90
Jacob Charlton
10 88
George Curran,
"Well, I must say that she's done a
10 60
Bert Andrews,
wise thing for once. No woman ought
13 79
Otis Andrews,
acts
13 79
that
man
a
with
James
on
Hlgglns
to go
living
6 38
Intox, liquor,
like her husband's done."
8 62
Chas. Dunham,
other.
7 67
the
Wm. McCarthy
"What's she done?" asked
11 00
Louis May,
"Aln't^Kou heard?" queried the first.
9
78
Patrick Haggerty
9 00
Henry Tlbbette,
"Why, she's -ot a Judicious separa9
75
John Murphy
Post.

Mexico Boy Under Arrest.

making

Wilson's Mills.

Overcoats

Lowest Prices m OxfordGonnty.

ing.

East Brownfield.
October 1st the G. A. R. held a campfire to which Bridgton and Fryeburg by percussion caps or by rusty nails,
air is excluded the germ is
posts had been invited. Bridgton sent »nd when the
and produces the most
& large delegation but only a few oame roused to activity
virulent poison known. These germs
from Fryeburg.
of lockA great many from here attended nay be destroyed and all danger
avoided by applying Chamberlain's
law
last
week.
fair
Fryeburg
Charles Stickney and wife of Hamp- Pain Balm freely as soon as the injury
Pain Balm is an antiseptic
ton, Ν. H., are visiting at the old home. s received.
ι tnd causes cuts, braises and like injuries
Bert Gilea is at home.
maturation and in one
Daisy Young of Hiram visited Mrs. » heal without
:hird the time required by the usual1
James Hill recently.
Shurtleff Λ
Mrs. E. A. G. Stickney, state and county reatment. It is for sale by
<
Jones Drug 8tore, Oxpresident of the W. C. T. U., addressed 3o., South Paris;
the Merrill's Corner school Sept. 30th. 1 ford; Noyes Drugstore, Norway.
She talked of the importance of the brain
md the injury done it by alcoholic
The Quoddy Hotel at Eastport was !
| Irinksand tobacco.
turned at an early hour Tuesday, and
'
leveral of the guests had narrow escapes,
iayor John H. McPaul being overoome I

Hugh Coyle of Colebrook

Dressy

HILLS,

North Paris.

P. A. Crawford is stopping at his
Those who are digging potatoes to- father's for a few
days.
find
them
frozen
Oct.
in
the
7th,
day,
Mr. and Mrs. Β. K. Dow went to Norground.
way Oct. 5th.
Orman Farwell and Will Holt are out
Sam Keene has bought a cow of Ε. E.
with a threshing machine.
Field and Lincoln Holmes two of AusMiss Jennie Swan has returned home tin
Hayes of Greenwood.
from Locke's Mills.
Buyers are offering 60 cents a barrel
from
Mrs. E. Blake
Milan, Ν. H., is for late fall apples to be loaded in cars
visiting in this place.
in bulk.
has moved his
Cole
Lamonte
Mr.
Mills
to
Locke's
lire
with
family from
Rumford.
his father, Mr. D. W. Cole.

Locke'·
And don't forget that there is a
national election on the 8th of November, when a president of the United
States is to be chosen. Here in Maine
since the September election we have
been so busy discussing the sheriffs and
forgetting about the rest of the election
that there is some danger of losing sight
of the November voting.

It Is stated that tbe boneless herring
Tk· Bacilik Party Whip.
Newry.
soon be started np again in
Reverting to tlie duties of u whip industry will
when employment will be given
Some very lucky escape· from bad acMrs. Angel ia Fimr, the Grafton coreecretarj\ it is an as- Eastport
and
patronage,
to a large number of men and women
cidents have occurred here recently. : -espondent for th· Democrat, wu «tricktonishing fact that gentlemen of birth
foung Forbes left his team at the depot, , in with paralysie Monday, Oot. 3d, and and social position can be found to All who are engaged every fall and winter
in the shops removing the bones and
the horaes took fright, turned and etart- , it the last account remained unoonaciotu.
The Junior whips' duties skin from the
m) for the village, but a train had juat The circumstance* are peculiarly tad aa the post
newly smoked herring.
irksome.
closed the crossing, causing them to go For year· she bas bad tbe care of ber are not only oncroiu, but
During tbe past winter and early sprinn
over a bank, horaes, dumpcart and all iged and infirm mother, whose feeble They sit or stund iu the outer lobby when there was no other employment iu
rolling over and over, breaking the cart, iteps she bas guided so tenderly, and of the house from 3:30 to 12:30 at eight, and before the nardine factories
tnd giving one horse the dumps.
irho must miss her faithful watchful- u.'ght, and thuy ask every member who began operations, the above industry
Wednesday, as the train was broken ness. Much sympathy is felt for the
where he is going, wbetber he gave considerable employment.
an
elderly lady, ifflicted family with tbe earnest hope passes
apart at the crossing,
is paired and when he will be back.
Mrs. Gerrish, started to go through just that she may yet regain consciousness
either
lf.be Is not paired, they have
at the time the train was backing. A ind strength.
for him or to prevent
brakeman called to her to jump, and
Mrs. Melvin Allen and son, Theodore, to llud α pair
or
him from passing out by coaxing
she barely cleared, the train striking her ure visiting friends in town.
dress.
But few from this locality attended threats, the former for preference.
Adelbert Dunn, while picking apples, the fair at Bethel, but some splendid When their party are In, these gentleJeweler and Graduate Optician.
from
lacerated a finger badly, tearing the flesh sattle were taken there for exhibition.
men have to attend to their office
from the bone.
People are busy gathering apples, a 12 to 3. Their hours of duty are,
Ν. E. Morrill and Harry Dudley each discouraging process, aa they are so
therefore, from 11 a. m. to 12 p. m., or
had an auto scare but no damage.
badly injured by the frost it is diffioult thirteen hours, with intervals for
dina
ten-cent
The Methodists gave
to decide what are worth picking.
this they do for £1,000 a
ner at the vestry Wednesday, which all
Llewellyn Ramsell and wife are visit- lunch, and
is out, they

Buckfleld.

grades

blankets lined with

a

styles of burlap and duck stable
heavy, strong lining from $1.25 102.25.

and

very

My street blankets

run

fr

m

85 cents to $5.50.

IAMES IM. FAVOR, 5«stthoerÏucker
31 Main St..

CASTORIA («κ·#*!»**
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Norway. Maine.

j-he ΦΧίοχΛ femocrxt

There will be » rehearsal of Mt.
Pleasant degree team Wednesday even-

ing

SOUTH PABIS.
tfRASl»

morning

rEAISS
,.owu
til

3 5y

PAtUl

SOUTH
λ- *·.
r- M-

(«Ully. Sundays
Sunday only,

TERM, 1904.

surgical

treatment

P·

Subject

next

*·. 8*1

at

the Universalist

church

Presiding,
Clerk.
Sheriff.

J**)er·
Crier.

Librarian.
Messenger.

Τ 30

a. m.

to 7 30

p.

drowned Friday

m.

CHl'KCHKS.

...

Γ;"ίη wTi-;
iJ"Uv
S
% S«
^rvUo1*io-t5

baggage

I i°

Chase,
second
month. Lake Assembly, No. SS, P. 8
I toe train, who died Mondav at tbe
and fourth Friday evening· of each month.
and
second
meets
P. of H.-Norway Grange
in Lewieton. Mr. Chase was 63
fourth Saturdaya of cach month at Qrange Hall.
a resident of Portland, and
of
age,
In
years
No.
meets
54.
Rust
G. A. R.—Harry
Poet,
a widow and throe children.
New U. A. R. -fall on the first Tuesday'Evening is survived
of each month.
killed
W. R.C.—Meet· In New G. A. R. Hall. Mon
2°» waa

hospital

by

..

day evening.
S. E. O. P.—Lakeside Lodge. No. 177, meets In
New O. A. R. Hall, on the first and third Wednesday evenings of each month.
O U. A. M.—Norway and South ParisCouncil,
No. 10, meets at G. A. R. Hall every Tuesday
evening.
U. O. P. P.—Elm Tree Colony. No. 199. meets
second and fourth Wednesday evenings of each

"w! K.U KlmbklV'itellef

mouth.
V. O. G. C.—Norway Commandery, No. 24(.
meets *econd and fourth Thursday evenings of
ejK'h month
K. G. Ε —Oxford Castle. No. 2, roeet« In Ryersun hall, first and tblrd Thursday evenings of
each month.
_

"-C

The October term of the Norway Municipal Court wae held Tuesday. The

ducket for the session was not a large
but there were a few new entries.

one

Road Commissioner Gilbert and crew
are doing some work on the crossings

...

Lby William B.

instantly

Palmer Jr., aged 17, while
I shooting ducks from a gunning float in
Merrymeeting Bay Tuesdav. Hall, who
was supposed to remain flat in the bot·
tl,e ,,oat' Γ08θ BU<Menly as Palmer

Λ°™ι0ί

fired and received the charge through the
back of bia bead. Coroner Ballou deem-

I ed an

inquest

unnecessary.

SOLD AT

WholesalePrices

a^ed

"by

Jetâtes

Soap-Making
with

experiencing

probably

will

right glasses

FDR I

I

can

furnish
ι

on

LES,

'—free.

!

Th'o Psen Cr.
Chr.rli s kicljj;

ι

$1.00

plain Navy,

$i •35

Gray,

in Black and

Men's Sweaters, All wool,

$1.50

in Black and Oxfords,

Men's Sweaters,

Prie·

are

and $2.00

Heavy All wool

$3 00 to $5.00
Navy and Gray,...'*
make and
Ditson
&
celebrated
of
the
Wright
These are
is any particular style you want
there
If
desirable.
very
in Black,

come

*

here for it.

F. PLUMMER, £32*

J.

MONEY BACK

31 Market

Tenney,

Dr. Austin

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.
Telephone 106-3.

Every Package

Banner L.ye is pulverized. The caa
and closed at will, per·
may be opened
at a
mitting the use of a small quantity in
It is just the article needed
time.
It will clean paint,
every household.
soften water,
floors, marl I2 and tile work,
waste pipe·
disinfect sinks, closets and
JJanrtA
Write for booklet "L'scs of

iys

MAINE.

Men's Sweaters, Heavy weight wool,

50c&$1.00
Free Trial.

OUGHSand

ο»

anything

sight.

in

Surest and Quickest Cure for all
THROAT and LUNG TROUB-

To make the very best soap, simply
in cola
dissolve a can of Banner Lye
the
water, melt 5^ lbs. of grease, pour
Stir and put
Lye water in the grease.
aside to set.

cnmlort for the money than

with Cardinal Points and

LUNC8

THE

^OLDS

BANNER LYE

at Elm House, Norway
Tuesday, Oct. 18, and 3d Tueiday
Office
of each following month.
hours, 10:3ο A. M. to 4 p. M.
Eyes Examined free.

will be

Works, Philadelphie
Boatoa, Hllfc
Co.,

Knitting Yarns.

Dayton Bolster L Co.

N.

a

WILL SELL YOU

TION WHICH I WILL GUARANCOLD

TEE TO CURE YOUR

Break

Scotch Iron,
and Floss.

OB

REFUND THE MONEY, AND NO

Up

TO REFUND THE MONEY

That

GIVE IT A

TRIAL, COSTS BUT

25

same.

%

OS

CENTS

F.

A.

Marl&ot

Squaro,

ΜΑΙΚΓΕ3.

PARIS,

SOUT.TT

AND SOLD ONLY BY

Cold.

HOULTON WOOLEN MILLS

Hose from the
COUNTRY" Yarn, and Hand Knit Mittens and

JUST

ONCE IN ONE YEAR.

Spanish, Saxony, Germantown,

We also have the "NEW

I HAVE HAD

QUESTIONS ASKED.

These.t^^—^

Knitting Yarns in

PREPARA-

Δ

Full Stock of

That Reliable Talmar Brand of

I

IP YOU WILL COMB TO MB

F.

eHTRTLEi'F A CO.

A.

CO.

A

Mai'KTLKI *

OF
WE NOW HAVE TI1E FINEST LINE

The Pharmacist,
ever

Next door to Poet Oftice^ South

Peris.

shown in this

vicinity.

All the latest

styles

at

prices

within the reach of all.

$.25 to $1.00
Bags, ....$ .50 to $2.50 £ Bill Folds,
Combination
£
2.00
to
Skirt Bags,
50
Wallets,... .25 to 1.50
Peggy Bags,... 2.00 to 3.00 £
Auto

25 to 2.50 £ Purses,
50 to 2.00 £ Card Cases,
25 to 5.00 J
Wallets,
Now is the time to buy
AT THE PHARMACIES OF

Zïata,

AT ALL PRICES.

ALSO A NEW LINE OF

Hosiery Underwear
Fancy Collars
-

Come in and

eee our

F.

Gloves

Etc.

goods

F.

at

MAINE.

First Ave years of St. Nicholas Magaconzine bound or unbound in good

dition.

Address, giving price,
EDWARD L. PARRIS, Jr.,

Paris,

J

Me.

PARKER'S

HAIR BALSAM
th· h»lr.

citamm And be#ntifle*
Promote· ft luxuriant growth.
Hever PftlU to Hcfttore Oray
Bftlr to 1U Youthful Color.
Cum K>lp dlnft*e*
Drugglttt

m^md^lJUftt

fclulrljjUnl·

Stray Oxen.

a
Catne lnlo my enclosure 8undsy, Oct. 3, «ane
P*|][
hare
of ied and white oxen. Owner may

"»

property

^/atW'Pârt..
r~~"

Ε. W.

A.

CHANDLER,

DOORS tod WINDOWS of an;
reaaonable prlcea.

Also Window & Door Frames

If In want of any kind of Finish for Inside ο
Outside work, send In your orders. Pine Lan
ber and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.

Planing, Sawing and Job Work
Matched Hard Wool Floor Boards fer sale.

E.

W.

CHANDLER,

Mala

treat Sumner

S

Λ

F·

MnVRTLEFP A CO.

We have

Builders' Finish I
I will furnish
Slxe or Style at

.50
1.50

A.SHURTLEFF& CO.
2 Stores, {I Maine.

and

Wanted.

to

to

A.

RBVRTLEFF A CO.

LADIES' UNLINED BOOTS.

MRS. E. A. HOWE,
SOUTH PARIS,

05
25

Chatelaines,
Wrist Bags,

WE NOW HAVE A FULL LINE OF

j

-VM

be—perfect.

to

are

Consumption

r-nn

to

They

COLE'S HEAT$10, and contain

nothing quite so handy
as a Sweater. It is always warm,
always a protection against cold,
and these prices are right.
Sweaters, Heavy weight,
Boys' Cardinal
with Black Points, Gray

Dr. King's
New Discovery

Quick!

$2.25

looking for.

Sweaters

There is

WTK

1

J'

only
at

CURE

money's

cost from

are

worth.

ALL KINDS Ο

kill™, couch

\

what you

SOUTH PARIS,

PRACTICAL OPTICIAN,
South Paris.
6 Pleasant St.,

«ND

are

full

ERS

SAMUEL RICHARDS,

■

£

They
are

J. P. Richardson,

as

help you wonderfully.
the glasses.

■

L

Cole's Heaters.

in

Your eyes should be

If, however, you
trouble,

word about

Herald Cooking Ranges,

more

hut

intended them

nature

want to say a

Herald Oak Stoves,

you see?" Not

early light,"

the dawn's

Subject!

SOUTH PARIS.

■

can

say,

any hour.

Pull Directions

NORWAY, MAINE.

We

OPTICAL.

Easy and

c.Teavitt

A Hot

L. M. TUFTS,

"On,

Try me and

if it does.

if I will not prove it.

NORWAY, MAINE.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

<

ν

new one
see

Sepia and Oil a specialty.

Nicholt St..

not to wear out—a

Warranted

wood.

G'ade Portrait Work
in Crayon, Water color,

of

yield

sawing

JUST THINK OF IT.

enjoy

High

chimney and forge has

I

and

one

Mouldings s,J.

&

Tobin
fatally
Hiltz,
Tobin

■'

j

Buy

Mats, Mirrors

Dnjrr).

j

basins, Boilers, Milk
Cans, Dinner Pails.

AT MY STORE.

and Pictures,

I Mrs. Tobin are under indictment by tbe
C. B. Curominga A Sons lost a valu- grand jury for adultery and tbe case was
able horse Tuesday night. The firm I to have been tried at this term. Friday
lately purchased the horse of A. F. An- evening the boy went to call on the
drews & Sons.
I couple and the fthooting occurred after
Samuel J. Record has made repairs he bad been there an hour or so. The
and improvements at his shop. Owing woapon used was a 22 calibre revolver

f

Pails, Dishpans, Wash-

This will be guaranteed

Picture Frames

H^'ch

\

THAT WILL NOT RUST.

Of ANY kind, I* BOTH
GOOD and TRUE.

NORWAY, MAIÙE.

Died.
in position.
in place tbe
In Oxford, Oct. I, Mrs. Ellen, wife of Samuel
craft will present a picture tbe day of
the launching never before offered at
Oct. 3, Mamie F., wife of Euetace
tbe launching of a battleship in this Bennett, aged 20 years.
In Andover, Oct. I, Haskell Bailey.
country. The work on the boilers is
In lilckvale, Sept. 27, Mrs. Alonzo Abbott,
well advanced and several boilers will be
70 years.
The
I in operation on launching day.
Norway, Oct. 1, Mra. Thyraa Taylor, aged
I hour set for the craft to go overboard is 61 years.
at one o'clock Tuesday, October 11.
Bath will be tbe centre of attraction in
the shipbuilding world on that day.
I The Bath Cadet Band has been engaged
I by the Iron Works to furnish music for
I the occasion.

business another I and the shot took effect in thj, breast of
been constructed. Hiltz. Young Tobin immediately left
Allard and Moulton have commenced I the house, but later gave himself up to
work on the foundation of their new the police. He gave no explanation of
cottage on the west side of Bridgo Street I tbe shooting.
on Pike Hill.
There are now in operation in Maine
Α. Π. Kenerson and family have movmail routes, and
ed from Bridgton to Norway and Mr. 1331 rural free delivery
salaries of carriers for the month of
Kenerson has accepted a position with the
amounted to $19,300. The
C. B. Cummings A Sons on a dowel September
state of Maine is now one of the best
machine.
with rural routes of all the
Rev. and Mrs. E. S. Cotton attended supplied
in the Union. Thero are but few
the 75th anniversary of the Maine Bapreachheld at sections in its borders that are not
convention
tist missionary
ed by carriers. Kennebec County is
Waterville.
and Cumberland and
Will Crommett is repairing and im- perfectly supplied
York Counties have nearly all the routes
He
Street.
on
Beal
his
buildings
proving
which they can attend. Of course
will build a piazza on the front part and to
there are portions of Aroostook, Washthe
buildings.
paint
and some of tbe other counties
Wallance W. Sheen went to the Cen- ington,
cannot be reached by carrier as
tral Maine General Hospital, Lewiston. I which
How long it will be before there
Monday, for treatment for appendicitis. yet. rural free
are
delivery routes in these
L. M. Longley is building a stable at
sections cannot be told, but it is thought
his place on Maple Street, 26x30 feet.
will not be long. It is said the ultiMixer and Pratt are the men in charge it
I mate plans of the post office department
of the work.
will bring about 400 and perhaps more
A street light has been put in opposite I
rural routes into tbe state.
the residence "of Eben Shackley on the
Pike Hill road, by the corporation.
The establishment of public baths in
Wm. C. Leavitt and son Willie visited Portland long since passed out of the
in Colebrook, Ν. H., the past week.
I experimental stage and has become a
The drill and ball by the Golden settled policy. At a slight annual ex
Blackliuton.
ο
s
r.h.b.
Eagles at the Opera House Tuesday pense accommodations are provided for
Bray. Ted, b jf-t (D. (i. Eastman;,
here.
Clason,
β β 4
Ephralm, (1. g., (F. Ε. Rollins),
was a big success as was also those who may not find them elsewhero,
Record.
evening
5
7
7
10
a.
fb.
Penney. Ito*a Wilkes, d. g., (Κ. Β. Ireland),
The gallery and that they are appreciated is seon
T!i·.· post office was closed from
Penfold,
4 5Ur the supper at Concert Ilall.
C.
d.
berry),
of
May
Alberta,
(C.
Linesmen,
I p. m. Kri«lay, on account
Referee, Wilson. Umpire, Cole.
m.
8 dr
me drill oy me uuw- from the fact that 100,000 persons have
was crowded,
c m.. (J. F. Ames).
Cinders.
and
role
Postmaster-General Parlln un·t Keene. Tlmekceoere, rvmum
of
funeral
th>·
Time—2.23 3-4,3.23 3 4, 2.28 14.
mandery members and that of the Way- made use of them in the past year.
-,
lirttuam.
roucQ«i«-wne, Liouny
burn Temple Staff were excellent. Fol- The attendance has steadily grown from
l'ayoe.
Clason I. Goals. Brlggs i, Record i. Claeon 1.
Free for-AII. Puree $300.
1 1 1 lowing the drill about ninety couplet) the first, and no doubt it would grow
the A. Time of half, ·.'·) minutes.
Commodore Dewey, I P. Loring,
Henry Kerr, who has occupied
2 2 2
Beatrice Breeley, Ε. B. Ireland,
took part in the grand march. Stearns' faster if the accommodations were more
F Barrows blacksmith shop on Main
3
4 3
W.
R·
Stone
br.
Fomona
Fan Telnio,
Oxford
κ
Orange.
4 3 4 Orchestra furnished music.
Street for some time, has uuw bought
ample. It was three years ago, in 1901,
B.-C. M ay berry
Domino, b.
& 5 5
C. B. Cumraings <1- Sons have made when on the recommendation of Mayor
Time, 1st Tuesday in November. Rump, ii. κ F. B. Fogx
the shop.
1
2.
Time—2 201-2,2 21 1 2.2.18
Place, Mountain Grange, North Buckrepairs on their steam heating pipes on Boothby the city government decided to
Mrs. ('. M. Howard and Charles II. tield.
Main Street opposite the Noyes Block try the experiment. An initial approConsolation Race. Purse (100.
Huward and family are spending Mr.
PltOUKAMMK.
1 1 1 and the Savings Bank building during
Ted U.. b g., B. G Eastman
priation of 92,000 was made, and the
in
2 2 2 the week.
Il··ward's two weeks vacatiou visiting
Alburtus, b. κ R. C. May berry
total expenditure for fitting up the
opening Grsngeln 5th degree.
Time—2 30, 2.31, 2.31.
Ko tine work.
Itethel.
The Ginn Ilotol has been leased by J. bathe was $2,538. As no better place
Conferring Sth degree.
P. Prescott of Wilton, Me. Mr. Pres- could be found, the basement of the
11·»·*" half hour.
The Oxford North Fair.
I
Next Sunday is Kally Day at the Concott has had experience in hotel busi- auditorium was fitted up for the purQuestion: Which Is the more Important for
Krt-uational Sunday School. A special
I.a«t week's fair of the Oxford North
a
education, or a thorough
ness and will doubtless have success at pose, and the bathe were opened Oct.
to which all our laughter», eollege
l>t gramme will be given,
understanding of h>use matters anil rooking? Agricultural Society at Audover was a the Ginn house.
Ifl, 1B01. At first they were not largely
are invited.
Paper on name by a nieml>er of Mi. Grange, good exhibition all round, though the
The annual meeting of the Norway patronized, but Mayor Boothby was
followed by discussion.
wind kept many
and
weather
Hartford,
of
cold
wife
high
and
Η. M. (Jerry
of Women's Clubs will be able to report the following year an
Intermission.
small. Federation
here by
(
away, so that the attendance was
are at South I'aris, called
held at Concert Hall on Friday afternoou, attendance of over 80,000. "We wore perr m.
are the summaries of the
Following
the serious illness of Mrs. (Jerry's
%
Oct. 14th, at 2:30.
Music by choir.
haps wise in recognizing the movement,"
es:
Kea>ting by l'art» Grange.
father, Addison Tirrell.
Maynard S. Bird of Rockland was in he had said in his address in the preNorway Grange.
•'ong.
is
PUK8E
Bird
CLASS.
$75.
Mr.
2:50
week.
of
the
in
first
town the
vious year. "It is an incentive to cleanwho has been
I >uis B. l>ierc«,
Question (jan anv t-hange be made In our
....1 I 1
that will not f.ady Josephine, b. m., (Snow)
manager of the Eastern Telephone Co. liness of speech and action, which is
Jefferson, Ν. II., during the summer, is present trade relations with Cana.la
2
2
2
•
the be Injurious to the farmers of New England? Relie '•rino, br m (Hall),
Sunday night the dwelling house of next to godliness, and tends to the up3 8 3
now iu the employ of Blanchard,
C. « ». T., b β., (Small)
Opened bv a member of Ml. Grange.
Thomas Bradbury on Pine Street was lifting of citizenship."
Time, 2.44 2:43 3 4, 2 3# 14.
uiuberman. at Lakeside, Ν. H.
Eutertalumeut of one half hourto be furnished
entered, and property, including three
by Mt. Grange In < harge of lecturer.
2 34 CLASS. TROT OK PACK. PURSK $100.
The (Jood ( beer at its annual meeting
The family
Music furnished by Mt. Grange.
taken.
Obituary.
1 1 1 dollars in cash,
b χ., (Small)
E. Jackson, Sec'y.
8.
SI
of
roc,
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In Weatbrook, Oct. S, by Rev. C. F. Pareona,
Mr. Ralph Cousins of Fiyeburg aod Misa Alice
Marie Files of Weaibroofc.
Jn Norway, Oct 5, bv Rev. J. H Little, Mr.
flerbert Denlaon Cole of Norway and Miaa
Charlotte Mae Somen* of Plttadeld.
In N»rwav, Sept 21, by Rev. James Albert
Libby, Mr. Lealle Kar'an Flint and Miaa Angle
I.avlna French, both of Norway.
In Raat Fryeburg, Oct. 1, bv Rev. B. C. Chad·
tourne. Mr. Wiley F. Smith and Misa Eva
Ramsdell, both of Hrldgton.
In Frveburg, Oct. 3, by Rev. Baraan N. Stone,
Mr. Kllla Spear, Jr., of Roaton, Mass., and Miaa
Margaret Loulac Abbott of Fryeburg.
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fat girl, who now tips the scale· at 860
pounds, has become a side show attraction at tBis fall's fairs.
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to
game,
Mrs. Clara
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weeks
visiting
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several
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2.45 Class. Purse $150.
M. F. H.S.
P. U.S.
I.e.
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other repairs made about the house.
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Cananra. (C.C. Mavbcrry),
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the swamping of bis
lecond Congregational Church, Rev. B. 8. near Waidoboro by
Preaching service Sunday, dory. _
Rldeout, Pastor.
MANY
MOTHERS OF A LIKE
1040 ▲. M.; Sabbath School, 12:00 M.: Men/i
Jamea H. Black, aged 36 years, was
Prayer Meeting at β 30; Social Meeting, 7.-00 Ρ
OPINION.
M.; regular week It Prayer Meeting, Tuesday drowned in Fore Biver, near Portland,
Mrs. Pilmer, of Cordova, Iowa, says:
evening; Y. P. 8. C. E. Meeting Friday evening on
a
of
the
the
2d, by
upsetting
Sunday,
at 7 30.
"One of my children was subject to
He was an unmarried man.
UnlveraalUt Church, Rev. Caroline B. Ange 11 punt.
croup of a severe type, and the giving of
Pastor. Preaching aervloe on Sunday at 10 3C
Fred A. Jackson of Temple was fatally Chamberlain's Cough Remedy promptly,
A. M. Sabbath School, 19.-00; T. P.C. U. meet I
lng, 7 Λ0 P. M.
injured a few daya since by being caught always brought relief. Many mothers
Methodist Church, Rev. C. A. Brook·. Pastor
in a belt and whirled around a abaft, in in this neighborhood think the same as
Preaching service. 1030 A. M.; Sabbath School,
t do about this remedy and want no
12:00 M.;-Social Evening Meeting, 7:00 P. M.( I the saw mill in which he waa working.
class
meeting
for their children. For sale
prayer meeting, Tuesday evening;
the accidental diacharge of a re- other kind
By
Friday evening.
Shurtleff A. Co., South Paris; Jones
Baptist Church, Hev. B. S. CoAon. Pastor. I volver in the handa of a playmate, the by
Preaching service. 1030 A. M.j Sabbith School, I eleven
Drugstore, Oxford; Noyes Drugstore,
year old eon of Oeorge Worster, a
12 Λϋ M. ; Prayer Meeting Sunday evening 7 P.M.
farmer of East Bangor, is in a critical Norway.
•TATM> MKKTIMOB.
condition, the shot taking effect in his
P. ft Α. M. Regular meetln^of Oxford Lodge,
Born.
lung.
oi
on
Evening
No. 18, In Masonic Hall. Friday
before full troon. Oxford Boyal Arch Chapter,
» young man of about
Hutc*"na,
No. 29. assembles Wednesday Evening, on oi
Id Norway, Oct. 4, to the wife of Emll Kybn, α
was drowned, Sept. 27, near
before full moon. Oxford Council, R. 4 8. M., "W·.
Charles John.
The lad was pulling his eon,
Friday evening, after full moon. Oxford Lo<lge, Mil bridge.
In Andover, 8ept. 28, to Uie wife of George
after
No. 1, Ark Mariners, Wednesday evening
lobster traps off Flint Ialand, when he Deswold, a daughter.
full moon.
In Andover, »«pt. 28, to the wife of Whitney
fell overboard. As he was an excellent
I. O. O. P.—Norwav Lodge.—Heirular meeting
a daughter.
In Odd Follows' flail, every Tuesday Evening. swimmer, it was thought that be must Roberta,
In
Andover, {September, to the wife of Win.
WlUley Encampment, No. 21, mens In Odd I have injured bis head in some mannér Cutting. * daughter.
Evenfourth
and
second
Friday
Fellows' Ha 1,
In Brownfleld, Sept. 26, to the wife of Andrew
Ιβο that he was rendered unconscious.
ings of each month. Mt. Hope RebeiJth Lodge,
Blake, a daughter.
No. 88, m^eta on flrat and third Friday of oacb
from the
In Newton. Mae*., Sept. 28, to the wife of J.
fourth
death
The
resulting
month.
U urray Qulnby, a daughter. ( Prlecllla.)
K. of P.—Regular meeting In Hathaway Block railroad accident in front of the state
was that of
Lewieton
every Thuredav Evening. U. R., A. O. Noyei
£rouDi'e
Division, No. 13. meets third Friday of each ι τ u
master on
the

County Attorney.

Walter L. Gray,
W. A. Barrows,

Clinton Groee, 10,

CHUHCHEê.

Sunday evening at tbe Y. P. C. U.
3 a
At 10 o'clock Tuesday morning the
west)—10Λ0Α.
meeting, The claims of the church upon
included).
Sunday
only,
October term of court for Oxford County
l; '*X. Sunday·
us; attendance; support; uniting with
a Â· *·
it. Reference, Luke 4, 10, 1 Cor. 10, 2. will open at South Paris. As stated
last week, the traverse juries will not be
hoi γη ρνωβ post orne*.
Leader, Mrs. J. S. Burbank.
""

it

for

Kllery C. Park,
Miss Martha Maxim of North Cam- Edgar L. Flint,
bridge, Mass., was the guest of hei James R. Tucker,
brother, Franklin Maxim, over Sunday. H. E. Hammond,

Commencing October 2,19D4,
LKAVK

OCTOBER

Mrs. Lucetta Winslow went to tbt Luciliut A.
Justice
Central Maine Hospital this Monday Charles F. Emery,
Whitman,

EAILWA*.

TML'WK

of this week.

Maine New·

NORWAY.

Supreme Judicial Court.

good

a

nice line of Ladi<»' Unlined Boots,

stock for

$3.50.

Ask

to see

them.

good style

Our store is full of all kinds of

Fall and Winter Footwear.
You will need rubbers
can

suit you.

Yours

soon.

truly,

Better get them

We

jnow.

SMILEY SHOE STORE,

IN OPERA HOUSE BLOCK,
Ε. N. SWETT, Manager.

.j

\V

NORWAY, MAINE.

F. W.

FAUNCE,

Salesman.

,

REACH THE SPOT.

A LOW PRICE
ON

—

To

—

In most cases 'tis the kidneys.
Doan's Kidney Pilla are for th· kid*

neya.
Charles Bierbach, stone contractor,
living at 2ti25 Chestnut St, Erie, Pa,
"For
says:
years I had kidney
and there
trouble,

up stock.

:·

4; >■«£·
*

iÉ
MAINE.]
^

Anrone sending λ
quickly ascertain our opuitoa free wnether-ai
Γ·"β·ιιιι*»
invention Is probably
ou Patent*
Monâatrtttly nftit.vitl.il. Handbook
tent free. <>ldv»t aucncy fwr iecurine p*Uutv_
Co. recwr»
Mutin
a
Patent· taken tnrouvh
qwcbU nu(k', without charge, lu the

V W,

New D.York

Qtfton,
Washliifoi

to

rest

Eipe

CANNED

known Doan's Kidney Pilla to fail."

Scientific American.
36 (Broadway,

m

at
night, arising in the
morning tired and
The kidworn out.
unable

all confidence in medicine, but Doan'a
Kidney Pills relieved me so quickly
and so thoroughly that I gladly made a
Btateiueut to that effect for publication.
This was in lSi»8, and during the six
years which have elapsed I have never

Designs
Copyright» Ac.
sketch end description ma·

*BriLch OOc^hb

up

ney secretions were
irregular and deposited a heavy sediDoctors treated me for rheument.
matism. but failed to help me. I lost

Patents
A handaomelv ;lln*t rated weekly. l atveat clr
eolation of any aclenllSn journal. Terni». S3 a
•Mr : fou' months, $L fluid by all_ newsdealer*.

such a severe
through my
loins and limba that
I could not stoop

without great pain,
bad difficulty in get·
ting about and was

a
1

|

was

straighten

|

u

W. H. Winchester,
HEADQUARTERS FOR

A FREE TUIAL of this great kidney
medicine which cured Mr. Bierbach will
be mailed on application to any part of
the I'nited States. Address Foeter-Milburn Co.. Buffalo, Ν. T. For sale by
all

druggists; price, 50

The name for a certain class of vegetables may be found represented In the

cents per box.

picture.

DeWITT'S

Ko.

exalted as a sign
My
In heaven and is reckoned bold and

tierce, but Is often found among the
It was formerly a
means of destruction employed with
great force.
My second was once thought to poslu one form it
sess magic powers,
gives pleasure to many persons; In another it is an object of dread.
My whole is of use to the sportsman

SALVE-I

simple and meek.

TBI OMOINAL.

A Well Known Core for Piles.
Cures obstinate sorts, chapped hands, ecskin diseases. Makes burns and scalds
painless. We could not improve the quality
If paid double the price. The best salve
that experience oan produce or that money

and soldier.

zema.

No. 2» 1.-Riddle.

an engine of dread war;
You'd bar li than a tiger more,

It is

buy.

Yet in your hou^e in every room
"Tie found. If I do not presume.
It helps to beautify your wulls
And mix the drugs for doctor's calls.
'Tia blue or white or green or pink—
I like a rich cream best. I think.

Cores Piles Permanently

DeWltt's Is the original and only pure and
genuine Witch Hazel Salve made. Look (or
the name De WITT on every box. All others
are counterfeit, iumiisiy

Ko. 21)2.—<

Records, Blanks, Horns, and

Supplies.

Ν. H.

Berlin,
Catalogues sent

on

Maine
—

A

Register,
—

Directory
OF THE

488 town· an<l BO oltlo·
IN

MAINE.

(At the Prlcc of a Single City Directory)

Progressive

A

History

or THE

STATE OF MAINE.
PRICK, POSTPAID «S.OO.

fj ii&tni

jportfanî».
aètil.

GRENVILLEM. DONHAM

sftinl

cBiiùiicr.

X>ubllebert
UOO

(oagr··· St., «pp. Cttjr Building.
PORTLAND MA1M1.

BUSINESS

EDUCATION

Iim made thousand» of youu*

people

■UCCBSTUIi)
the luck of tt has made

FAIIiURBB

CONSTANTLY IN STOCK FOR SALE.
New Hai»|>*hlreaotl Vermont Reenter» ([mper),
25 cento each.
Ma.-wachuaett* Year

more,

man ν

F. L.

^HAW,

a very remarkable
2. A town in European Turkey named
after a famous Roman emperor.
8. Δ célébra ted city in Italy.
4. A Roman emperor who was much
loved by his people on account of his
mercy and kindness.
6. The last Saxon klug who reigned

$3.00.
tD^laml Directory, price $7.30.

Why belong to the latter claee when a few
month*' study wlU place you In the former? Our
catalogue may al<l you Id deciding. Write for It.

J. WALDO

NASH,

Licensed Taxidermist,

Pres.

■BBT· Early Risen

Telephone

Connection.

man.

in England.
β. The name of a queen of England.
7. A large province in Spain which
was long in the possession of a foreign
people who came from another conti-

MASONIO BLOCK,

Th· famow· Uttl· pill·.

NORWAY.

INCUNEDûdûCONSTIPATED

nent

Spain.

8. A river in

So. 2:·»».—Anaicram·.

An inclination to be constipated is a common symptom of the American people.
There is no question but that this is due in a great measure to indigestion, and that
indi^«st<cu comes from indiscretion of diet Let foods be daily eaten like

Bite in tea—To travel.
Same in Jes—A plant.
Conundrnm.

What does a stone become in the water? Wet
to the Fussier.

WHEAT FLAKE CELERY

FOOD

and there would be no constipation—no sour stomach—no formation of gas—as it is
made from the whole wheat-berry—baked at a high temperature—all indigestible
matter removed.

Sr. Price, the creator of Dr. Price·· Cream Baking Powder and Delicious Marorlng Extract*.
Awkknk Mutalaing 76 txoaileat receipts far using the Food nulled tree te aay address.

fcwmd * PRICE CEREAL FOOD COMPANY,

WOOD ASHES FOR
In any

CAR

Chicago,

LOAD

LOTS

SPECIALTY.

A

For Price and Particulars address,

SIMON STAHL,
ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.
>BSi

(rawford
(poking-Ranges
HAVE WON THE LEAD BECAUSE Of

Magfa Damper (patented)

which prevents the difficulty and confusion of two-damper ranges ;
Extra Large Oven with asbestos-lined hack and heat·
saving cup-joint flues ;
tmrowi Dock-Ash Greta, which makes a better Are

Tbe

and

saves

fuel ;

Removable Nickel ILrib,
oi

blacking;

Together with

the

which

save

half the trouble

Simmering Cover» extra large Ash Pan, etc,etc.

It then i* mm

tm jromr towm we

Crmwtord"

mm

30 days' trial.

WfUXEl A MUTT DHL CO., 31-35 IMn

Ul.

SALE]

quantity desired.

Stmt, Bntii, Rut

JUICE.

ORAl'E CATSUP.

Syncopal lone.

birthplace of

Buck, enlarged eilltlou,

New

..

BOTTLED GRAPE

For bottled grape juice it is best to get
the French wine grapes. Concord grapes
are often used, but the flavor is heavy
and a bit rank when compared with the
others. Stem and pick over the grapes
with care, and then wash, crush and
strain as for canning and put on to
scald. When the juice is near to the
boiling point, add two cupfuls of granulated sugar for each gallon of the liquid.
Let it come to a boil, skim carefully and
strain into a large pitcher. Have your
bottles ready—those with patent tops
are th» best—and fill and cap them while
hot. Set them aside to cool, and then
put them away in a cool, dry place.

or take out. the
middle letters from a ruler and
leave a break. Answer, re-ge-ut, rent.
1. Syucopate to disclose and leave
genuine. 2. Syncopate Idea and leave
part of the day. 3. Syucopate a royal
dwelling and leave gait. 4. Syncopate
form and leave llame. 5. Syncopate evil
•ijfirlts and leave caves. 6. Syncopate
help and leave a rocky ridge. 7. Syncopate active ami leave a flower. 8.

Business

application.

j

BDRPBISM

TWO

ΤΙΟϋβ MAN

Key
New 27i).—Diamonds: I.—1. B. 2. Bio.
δ. Breakfast.
4. Strange,
3. Green.
0. Uniform. 7. Frame. 8. Asp. 1). T.
II.—1. T. 2. Ore. 3. Slate. 4. Tragedy
5. Sleet U. Ode. 7. Y.
No. 280.—Jumbled I'roverbs: "It Is a
long lane that has no turning." "A rose
by any other name would smell as

eweet."
No. 2S1.—Double Acrostic: Benjamin
1. Bluff. 2. Educator., 3.
Franklin.
Nebula. 4. Japan. 5. Auiack. U Madrigal. 7. Indi(a). 8. Navigation.
No. 282.—Charade: O-pi-ate.
No. 283.—Numerical Enigma: Ivanboe.
No. 284.—Curtailments: Bar-e. Bar-d.
No. 285.—Two Writers: Ewlng. Lamb.
No. 280.—Culte and Inclosed Square:
1 to 2, Baltimore; 1 to 3. Bethlehem; 2
to 4. Euphrates; 3 to 4. moonbeams; 5
to *1, clearness; 5 to 7. Caribbean: G to 8,
sagacious: 7 to 8. narcissus. Central
words— 1. Clear. 2. Akkra. 3. Uemit.
4. Issue. 5. Beams.
No. 287.—Burled Cities: Elmira. Mer*r!en.

Elder—"Why, Jock,

Jock—"Na,

I heard that ye

that waana me, it waa ma

brither."
Elder—"Eh, mon, what

a

most awful

pity."

a

pity!

What

For eruptions, sores, pimples, kidney

troubles, constipation, indigestion, use Hollister's Rocky Mountain
Tea. Carries new life to every part of
the body. Tea or tablet form. 35 cents.
Orin Stevens; F. A. Shnrtleff A Co.
snd liver

bis wit qaved him.
Dick had tracked him to the fence,
when Mr. Rabbit by a wily move, bad
doubled lp his tracks and got behind
Dick'e back. -There be sat, laying bis
plane for a bold break from cover,
when Towser hove In sight between

him and liberty.
Behind him Dick anxiously watched;
In front Towser, carrying bis determined look with him. Mr. Rabbit
"Only my
himself entrapped.
taw
"I
•rlts can save me," he thought
'nust be brave. Good morning," said

refer the matter to a policeman. That
settled the matter much more quickly
than he bad thought posseible, for at the
very word the crowd stampeded.
Amused as well as astonished, he
turned and found a policeman approaching. Walking toward him the man told

I have a'nice oak case organ at Humford Falls, 11 stops, that I will sell at a

great trade.

"Is your wife economical?"
She can fix over a $10 hat for
$15 so it will look just as good as a new

Bears the

THE GOOD OLD WAY.

woods.-St. Louts

j

J

Eut few mothers in this age are willing
to do the necessary work required to
give a good old-fashioned relLble treatment such as would be administered by
their grandmothers, backed by Boschee's j
German Syrup, which was always liberally used in connection with the home j
treatment of colds, and is still in greater
household favor than any known
But even without the application of the ;

remedy.!

One second hand Worcester organ, 11

In Use For Over 30 Years.
THC CKNTAUft COMMMV, TT MUftfUV rmccT. nkw ton* cm.

ATTENTION FARMERS!

SEND FOR CATALOGUES.

W. J.

Wheeler,

BII<L<N<JM

BLOCK,

CATAR R H

R Ε MME D V
I·

to

aura

The Oxford Democrat

*!»»»*»«·

4*iith Purl*.

—

The Ν. Y. Tribune Farmer

give

«al («taction

FOR ONE YEAR

Ely's Cream Balm

ami hcale the diseased
membrane.
It cures
drives
catarrh and
away a cold In the

I'ost-Dlspatcb.

-$1.75

i£alc'fc.uV,;COLDl>< HEAD
_

protects the Membrane. Restores the Sense* of
Taste and Smell. Full Size, 50 cents, at I 'rugstu or by mall. Trial size 10 tient», by mall.
LY BROTHERS, 5C Warren Street, Sew York.

Guy Bayard.

Fit for the Show

Sire,

Stallion.

Ring.

Quy Buck,

C.

Importent

«ο Mother·.
carefully every bottle of CASTORIA,
a safe and sure remedy for Infants and children,
sad see that It

Ά

GRAPE PICKLES.

Select grapes that are just turning—
not quite green but not fully ripe. Pick
them carefully from the stem if you
prefer them stemiess, though the stems
Put them into a
are frequently left on.
stone jar, handling as little as possible.
For every three ponnds of fruit use one
pint of vinegar and one and one-quarter
pounds of sugar. Scald the vinegar and
sugar together and ponr the mixture
Cover
over the grapes while it is hot
tightly. Repeat the heating for three
successive mornings, then put the whole
mixture into glass jars and seal.—New

you see he had the
Oyster Salad.
it is doubtful if he
Stew the oysters in their own liquor,
îver pays.
Better lose $10 than $15,
season, remove from fire and let coo].
lon't yon see?
To two dozen oysters add a tableepoonful and a half of vinegar, one of oil, a
Luln Stanhope, St Louis: "I used to
little pepper, and set on ioe till wanted.
iave a horrid oomplexion.
I took HolCut the tender part of a bead of
ister's Rocky Mountain Tea and am
celery into dice and mix with the oyscalled the prettiest girl in the city."
ters, adding a half cupfnl of mayonnaise.
rea or tablets. 35 oenti. Orin Stevens;.
Decorate with celery leaves.
f. ▲. Shnrtleff é Co.

Tourist coats are made of oovert in
She—How ia it that widows generally
and plain effects and many have
oanage to marry again?
r mixed
the semi-fitted back and loose fronts.
He—Bacanse dead man tall no talaa.

"A girl's life," she said bitterly, "is
made up of anticipation and regret."
"Anticipation of what?" he asked.
"The marriage ceremony."
"And regret of what?"
same

thing—afterward."

Kindly Take Notice that Ely's Liquid
Cream Balm is of great benefit to those

sufferers from nasal catarrh who cannot inhale freely through the nose, but
treat themselves by spraying,
must
Liquid Cream Balm differs in form, but
not medicinally from the Cream Balm
that has stood for years at the head of
remedies for catarrh. It may be used in
any nasal atomizer. The price, including a spraying tube, is 75 oents. Sold

by druggists and mailed by Bly Brothers,

56 Warren Street, New York.

He (apologetically·, as olock strikes)—
"Why, I am late in leaving to-night!"
She—(with beet intentions)—"Well,

better late than never, yon know."

PILL PLEA8URE.
If you ever took DeWitt's Little Early
Risers for biliousness or constipation
pleasure is. These
you know what
famous little pills cleanse the liver and
rid the system of all bile without producing unpleasant effects. They do not

pill

gripe, sicken or weaken, but pleasantly
give tone and strength to the tissues and
organs of the stomaoh, liver and bowels.
Sold by F. A. Shurtleff A Co.

Bluster—Do you mean to say that I

liar?
Blister—I hope that I could not do
anything so ungentlemanly; but I see
am a

you catch my Idea.

From Indigestion, aches and pains,
Your system will be free,
,
If you'll bnt take a timely drink
Of Rooky Mountain Tea.
Orln Stevens; F. A. Shurtleff A Co.

ras

Street,

■

South

Good Local

family.

ber of his

to

to keep him in touch with the
doings of his neighbors, and all

The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Me.,
will

admirably

supply

your

wants for county news and prove
a
welcome visitor in
every

household.

special

matter

for every mem-

family.

The New-York
Tribune Farmer,
will post you every week on all
important agricultural topics of
the day, and show you how to
make money from the farm.

Any person sending

the

us

money with the order can secure
the Democrat andTribune Farm=
er

$1.75.

One Year For

CUT THIS OUT===SEND TO=DAY
OQ0OO<><<b2Oacn&C^^
Λ THE OXFORD DEMOCRAT,

$
*

South Parte, Maine.

Gentlemen:—Inclosed you will find

V

$1.75

for which

below The Oxford
ple;ise
Democrat and New-York Tribune Farmer for One Year:

0

you will

χ

Send Democrat to

§

Λ

send

to

the address

£
χ
s

V

Send Farmer to

been

may be sent to different
addresses if desired

The

Papers

QUAKER RANGE

It has
In
1H31. Is purely vegetable, harmless and effectual, where
no worms are present It acts aaaTonlc,
and corrects the condition of the mucous membrane ot the stomach and
ho mis. A positive cur· for Constipation and BiliousnesH, and a valuable
remedy In all the common complaints
of children. Price IS cts. Asie your
druggist for It
Dr. J. r. TRUE A CO.. Aakara. Me.
Special trealmculffrTape Warm·.
use since

V'r«l|amphlcU

y.

Portland Division.
REDUCED RATES.

$1 00.
91.OO.

Porllnnd to Boston*
Ilaeroom·,

Steamers

....

leav^

Franklin Wharf,

and India Wharf, Boston,

j Portland,

laily except Sunday,

Freight

Malady.

(

)ther lines.

J.

rates

at

always

F. LISCOMB,

Bjr Hlmaelf.

7

p. m.
as

asl

low

Agent.

Franklin

W

haif,

Ktaad Wanted.

I want to buy a small house and |
t table—would like a few fruit tree»
Parie or Norway, but
ι lear South
, tot near the railroad nor where it it
00 thickly settled, for about $1000.
He who can conceal his Joys Is great· I j ?ash paid for a satisfactory place.
« ir than he who can hide his griefs.— I
C. C. DEARBORN,

L·

West Paria.

i

j

-The

^

nickel

QUAKER
to

Portland, Me

that fiance of hers.—Exchange.

A:

items of interest to himself and

give him the experience of
advanced
the
in all
and
methods
improvements
which arc an invaluablo aid in
securing the largest possible
profits from the farm, and with

NOTE.

ELIXIR

Friend—I didn't kuow you painted,
j lost—I don't Friend—But your porralt says. "Thomas Newrlcb—by himelf." Host—Well, ain't I by myself?
*
["here ain't nobody else about.

]

High-Class
Agricultural Weekly
others

Weekly Newspaper

I'arle, Maine.

IslE^Stworm remedy made.

Your

Tees—She's a professlo'ial nurse, I
| >elieve. Jess—Not at all. What gave
Tees—She remarked
rou that Idea?
1 hat she sat up last night with a sick
It
1 nan. Jess—Love sick, that was all.

County should

NEEDS

A

Signed

impressions.

tlla

Farmer

who is interested in the news of

Hundredsofchlldreii and adults have
worms, but are treated forotherdlsea»«t.
The symptoms ure:—Indigestion, with a
varlabUappellte : foultongiie; offensive
breath : hard and full belly with occasional griping· and pains about the navel;
eye· heavy and dull ; Itching of the noee;
short, dry cough ; grinding of the teeth ;
starting during sleep; slow fever; and
often In children, convulsion*.

j

vatchman.—Chesterfield.

Up=to=Date

Wide=Awake
Farmer

GRADUATE OPTICIAN,
No. β Pleasant

Beat Tblnf*.
The best things are ueareet—breath
j η your nostrils, light In your eyes,
lowers at your feet, duties at your
uind, the path of God Just before you
i Then do not
grasp at the stars, but do
lfe's plain, common work as It comes,
1 .Ortaln
that dally duties and dally
I >read are the sweetest things of life.—

Learning.
Wear your learning. like your watch,
I η α private pocket and do not pull It
>ut and strike It merely to η how that
>
If you are asked what
•ou hare one.
\ ('clock It Is, tell It, but do not pro:la1m It hourly and unasked like a

Every

Every

Paris and Oxford
subscribe for a

=

Samuel Richard·

iiuve you moved to?"
"1 haven't moved anywhere," rejoined the caller. "I have made a
It
:hange Γη my resldeuce by palntiug
ι light straw color and putting α chimI
ney pot on the kitchen chimney.
think that's all. Good day!"

one

"The

a

Had Made · Chang·.
"Isn't there something In my policy,"
isked a caller at an insurance otHce the
ather day, "about my 'having to report
"
my change of residence?'
"Yea, sir," said the man at the nearrat desk, picking up a pen. "Where

beaten whites of the eggs. Bake in
layers. For the filling whip one pint of
cream stiff, and add a quarter of a cup-1
ful of powdered. sugar. Take Malaga
grapes, seed them, and cut one-half tho
For Over SO Yean.
quantity into email pieces—the rest in la Use The Kind You Bave
Always Bought.
halves. Spread a layer of cream over

cake, and sprinkle thickly with the
cut grapes; cover it with the other cake,
which is also spread thickly with cream.

If rou have "money t't
RKCTKD.
•he treatment—It won't hurt you—If you haven't,
1 Ilk·- to lit
be t-ure your g'aese* are RIGHT
whose present Klasncs are not RIUHT.
people
I have relieve I many nervous troubles by giving
the RIUIIT glaes, whore other# have fall*:·!.

rivulet Is to be found within
It· boundaries, yet there grows a spei-les of tree, the leaves of which are
narrow and long and continue gre«n
throughout tilt year. There Is also α
constant cloud surrounding the tree,
which Is condensed and, falling in
drops, keeps the cisterns placed under
It constantly full. In this manner the
natives of Plerro obtain water, and as
the supply is limited the population
must of necessity be limited also.

away
the sugar and butter and add the beaten yer
like to be in anny minyute now.

FOR

Gives Relief at once.
It cleanses, soothes

Has Colts

butter,
cupful
one-quarter
cupful of sugar, one-half a cupful of
Good Luck. Mrs. McCall—Is Mrs.
milk, one and one-half teaspoonfuls of
at home?
baking powder, one saltspoonful of salt, Gaesaway
The Servant—Faith, she is not, ma'am,
one-half teaspoonful of almond extract,
be great good luck; but ye'd best lave
one and one-half cupfuls of flour. Cream
fur she's
card an' skedaddle

Signature of

nice

One second hand square piano, a
one, for $115, worth $140.

When VUitlug 1» Plenaare.
After all Is said and doue, visiting
friends must always be the must delicate of pleasures. Of all furuis of social enjoyment, a well chosen bouse
party is perhaps the most complete and
satisfactory. It Is only during such
short vacations (and on board ship)
that the galling harness of every day
routine drops completely from one's

even

ALWAYS

The KM You Hare Always Bought

stops, in nice condition, for $45·
One second hand Dyer & Hughes, six
octave, walnut case, never been hurt,
that cost $125, for $65.

bulldog hunting rabbits—absurd!"
And oit he trotted, mumbling: "I
Really I
hadn't thought of that.
hadn't."
Mr. Runny made tracks for the

uuc.

at South

Estey organ

One second hand

Paris, almost new, for $55.

"That's strange."
not, your daughter has promised to
"Why strange?"
elope with me, and we feel that we may
"Because you're not a rabbit dog.
reasonably expect your forgiveness. Altogether, I think I may safely say that Now*, if 1 was in your place I wouldn't
the outlook is quite promising."
bother with such small game. Aa I size
be
"It seems to me, young roan," returnyou up, my friend, I perceive you to
"as
ed the old gentleman thoughtfully,
η bulldog. Am I correct?"
on
had
a
if you thought you
mortgage
"That's what!" said Towser.
ray fortune."
"Then,
my dear fellow. It's exceedseems
to
it
how
"That's
me, too,"
bad form, don't you know, to say
man.—Chiingly
honest
the
young
%newered
x
the leant, for a dog born to master the
cago Evening Post.
noble bull to be seen in company of
"Is a cord of wood much, pop?"
cottontail rabbits."
on
"Well, my son, it all depends
"My
"That's so," thought Towser.
whether you are burning it or chopping
was an Irish prince.
grent-grandfather
it."
It'll never do to break good form. A

one

yolks of three eggs. Mix the bakingpowder through the flour—this is best
done by sifting them together—and add
to it the salt and flavoring and then the
milk. Mix all togetherand then add the

CASTORIA

GENUINE

One second hand Ivors & Pond piano,
walnut case, for $930, worth $300.

"

Honeet Young Man.
seating himself on his
"What are your financial prospects?" ho pleasantly,
hind legs. Towser growled something
demanded the old gentleman.
"I will not deceive you, sir," replied that was not understood.
the honest young man. "I think they
"Hunting?" asked Mr.. Rabbit
are reasonably good."
"Yes, idiot!" growled the dog.
"I would be glad if you were more ex"What?" continued Bunny.
What d'yer
plicit."
"Rabbits, of couree.
"Certainly. If you will accept me as think?"
understand
will
a son-in-law you
readily
"Rabbits?" asked Bunny curiously.
that my future is assured. If you do

is

Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea and Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates tlio
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children's Panacea—The Mother's Friend.

I bave one Colonial Style, mahogan)
Pease piano, 7} octavo, almost new,
for $185.
One walnut case Poole piano, almost
new, for $900, worth 1250.

"Very.

icsTOSJ

-^nXCv·

What is CASTORIA

case,

"yoc'be not a babbit doo

V-* N

«

Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.

I have a large stock of new
Pianos and Organs, and have
some nice trades in second
hand instruments.

with street customs.
"The bill probably really bolongs to
them,'' said the policeman, "but keep it.
It serves them right. They dropped it
when I was chasing them for sidewalk
gambling. They've been at it a good
while. Perhaps now they'll quit."
By this time not an owner was to be
seen, and the man somewhat dublouely
concluded that he was an instrument of
Providence and that it would be best to
put the dollar in the collection plate
that night. Perhaps, though, it went
for cigars.—New York Sun.

Ν

'!/

The Kind Yon Have Always Bought» and which has been
in ΠΜ for over 30 years» has borne the signature of
and has been made nndcr bis personal supervision since its infancy.
Allow no one to deceive you in thin.
"
All Counterfeits, Imitations and Just-as-good" η re Imt
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health <>f

Pu - Ops

acquainted

grippe

..

So Certain, Safe end Reliable that No
Other Medioine Can Take It» Place

the story and showed the bill. Then
came another surprise to one not well

like fire, the sooner you combat it the
better your chances are to overpower it.

CASTOR ΙΑ

in ycur city seme lime ·εο I
««WHILE
w
boucht sercrcl bottles cf t!.»Tra
'L. F.' Atwood's Ei.:orsU your «ore and
found «hat it erei'.ijr benefited me. I
wish to cet seme more. I send you my
route and severs! addressed stamped envelopes. Please tell rae where 1 cin proMew
cure the medicine when I reach
York. I am anxious in the matter, (or it
have
1
did roe more eocd than anything
ever taken and I must have several bottles right away."— Mary Churchill
Eu μ ·ττ, of "Sowing the V/ind" Co.

It all came about through Dick Trigger's being nearsighted and deaf by
It
reason of having had scarlet fever.
was a close call for Mr. Rabbit but

The perplexed man,
knowing
whether the boys had merely been witnesses of hie find, hit on a happy idea.
He proposed to them in all simplicity to

a

•XV

"L. F." Medicine Indispensable

FORM

not

A severe cold or attack of the

the

Actress

The

HE WOULD BE IN GOOD

and soothes and cures permanently by
the fruit is tender. Put the mixture
enabling the lungs to contribute pure
into glass jars and seal while hot.
life-giving and life-sustaining oxygen to
GRAPE PIE.
the blood and tissues. Sold by F. A.
Shurtleff A Co.
of
of a
Take

Proprietor—Well,
joat charged, and

<·\

FOUND IT- IN THK

The following story shows bow » few
minutes of every day life may be packed
witb surprises.
A man walking through a deserted
business street on a Sunday afternoon
saw a greenback near the gutter. After a
hasty look around to make sure that no
one was near enough to laugh at him in
case it was a patent medicine label, he
stooped to pick it up.
Immediately the air seemed full of
sound and the street full of people. A
crowd of boys and youths came running
at him, demanding the dollar and calling to one another aa witnesses of owner-

ship.

Churchill Emmett
MaryTalented
Find·

An Aoinjal Story For
Little Folks

C0N8CIKN-1

WANTED.

Paper. Salesman—How was it
jrou asked Grimes only $10 for that coat Idea.
when the usual prioe is 915?
On

WHO

THE

Bayard
Trotting
old fashioned aids German Syrup will weary shoulders; it is there only'that
It will
For
Wilkes.
size,
cure a severe cold in quick time.
action,
the
from
myriad
style,
we escape entirely
cure co'ds in children or grown people, j
little carets and worries that lie iu wait
GUY
color, conformation, beauty,
It relieves the congested organs, allays
for us outside. On looking buck many
the irritation, and effectively stops the
has no superior, and
BAYARD
be surprised to tlnd bow
will
of
us
cough. Any child will take it. It is in- [
date
truest
our
of
friendships
most
children.
of
household
valuable in a
no equal in the state of Maine.
Trial size bottle, 25c. Regular size, 75c. frouj the occasion offered by a visit
One may go on meeting people for a
For sale by F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
decade at formal entertainments, and
"I see it stated here that the Sultan ut the end of thut time know l<*s of
undershirt."
wears an iron
their real selves thun is revealed by To show that he is a sire that pro"Say, I wish I had one like it to send
"weekend" passed together
to my laundry. I'd like to get even one short
duces Gentlemen'* Driver»
under a congenial roof—especially if it
with 'em once in a while."
be a hoihe where the welcome Is sin- and
speed of early maturity.
ONE OF MANY.
cere and the liberty is complete, and
H. A. Tisdale, of Summerton, S. C., where the host uud hostess have taken
suffered for twenty years with the Piles. the trouble to sleep from time to time
Specialists were employed and many in their guest chambers.—Eliot Greg- South
Maine.
Paris,
remedies used but relief and permanent ory in Century.
GRAPE JELLY.
good was found only in the use of DeTo obtain the beet results in making Witt's Witch Hazel Salve. This is only
Bird· and Their Beak·.
grape jelly the fruit should be full-sized, one of the many, many cures that have
Why do birds live so much longer
but rather under-ripe, as the fully ripen- been effected by this wonderful remedy.
Peeled Pulp Wood, Spruce, Fir, Hemed grapes are too sweet to "jell" satis- In buying Witch Hazel Salve it is only than mammals, which are often h hunfactorily. Use the best granulated necessary to see that you get the genuine dred times their size? Possibly, among lock and Poplar, delivered on cars at
I'ownalto Itetliel,
sugar, and, above all, do not attempt to DeWitt'e, made by E. C. DeWitt A Co. other things, because they have beaks any Κ. K. Station from
make grape jelly on a cloudy or rainy in Chicago, and a cure is certain. De- Instead of teeth. All carnivorous beasts the coming year.
PEN
E. W.
LEY, West Paris.
day. Disregard of this last hint will be Witt's Witch Hazel Salve cures all kinds become weak and liable to starvation
J. M. DAY, Bryant's Pond.
likely to produce grape molasses in the of piles, cuts, burns, bruiees, eczema, us their teeth drop out or brenk. NeiMay 30, 1004.
place of firm, crisp jelly. Crush your tetter, ringworm, skin diseases, etc. ther are the herbivorous animals In
fruit and scald it slightly—just enough Sold by F. A. Shurtleff A Co..
would
horses
Old
much better case.
Rub it through a sieve, and
to strain.
For Sale.
starvation If wild, for
then allow it to drip through three thick"This great charity of ours," conclud- probably die of
An exlra good work horse.
Weight
Do not squeeze ed the old lady who had talked a straight their teeth would fail them; indeed, In
nesses of cheesecloth.
I will sell or
the bag while it is dripping, or it will streak for fifteen minutes, "is supported some stony countries old horses have about 1300 pounds.
be cloudy and thick in appearauce. entirely by voluntary contributions and to l»e killed because their teeth are swap him for a li«ht driving horse.
Also a galvanized iron Zimmerman
To each pint of juice add one pint—or so—"
woru away by cropping grass close to
"Glad to hear it," broke in the weary the rock, liodents constantly die from Fruit Evaporator, nearly now, will be
pound—of sugar. Boil it hard for twenty
sold very cheap as I have no use for it.
minutes, then drop a spoonful into a merchant, "because any contribution I
But a bird's beak
to teeth.
If might make would be entirely involun- injuries
saucer and set it on the ice to cool.
Inquire of
and
neither wears out nor drops off,
H. N. BOLSTER.
it "sets" after a moment or two, it is tary, I assure you. Good day!"
swallows fresh grit to
It
us
constantly
aside
set
done. Fill the jelly glasses and
uld In grinding food In the gizzard
GOOD FOR CHILDREN.
to cool. Cover the glasses the next day.
TREATMENT
no repairing either.
The pleasant to take and harmless that needs
GRAPE PRESERVE.
OF
One Minute Cough Cure gives instant
Stem, wash and pulp the grapee. relief in all cases of Cough, Croup and
A Remarliabl* Tree.
EYE*.
Scald them sufficiently to remove the
The most remurkable tree yet disthe Grippe beoause it does not pass imseeds. To each pound of fruit add oneHundreds of peop'n ant today taking "treat·
into the stomach, but takes covered nourishes In the lslund of
mediately
ment" from hlgn prlcod Oculists when there I*
half pound of granulated sugar. Put
at the seat of the trouble. Ficrro, oue of the lurgest of the Cunary
effect
right
nothing In the world the matter with th«*lr e e*
the skins, pulp and sugar into a porIt draws out the inflammation, heals group. This island Is so dry that not hnt an optical defect NOT PROPERLY CORcelain kettle, and let all cook slowly until
burn" take

CAN YOU EAT?
On the tpp put the halved grapes, curved
J. B. Taylor, a prominent merchant of side
up. This must be eaten while
Chrieeman, Te*., saya: "I could not eat fresh.
because of a weak stomach. I lost all
GRAPE SHERBET.
strength and ran down in weight. Ail
that money could do waa done, but all
Take two pounds of Concord grapes,
hope of recovery vanished. Hearing of one quart of water, one pound of sugar
some wonderful cures effected by use of
and two lemons. Stem and wash the
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure, 1 concluded to
grapes, then mash them well and squeeze
try it. The tiret bottle benefitted me, I out all the juice. Strain it, and add the
and after taking four bottles, I am fully
lemon juice, water and sugar. If prerestored to my usual strength, weight
ferred sweet, more sugar than the quanand health." Kodol Dyspepsia Cure dinamed may be used without harmSold by tity
gests what you eat and cures.
ing the sherbet. Freeze in the usual
P. A. Shnrtleff A Co.
way.
drowned."

FOB

STBXET.

two

1905

COMPLETE

JUICE.

Example: Syncopate,

by t\ A. Shurtleff Λ Co.

1904

entra 1

OBAPE

A bright day should always be chosen
for gathering the grapes, for it makes a
groat difference in the flavor. Pick them
over carefully, removing all that are
dried or green and leaving only the
perfect fruit. Then wash them with
equal care, using either a new agate kettle or one porcelain-lined. In crushing,
a fruit press is convenient if any quantity is to be prepared, but a wooden potato-masher serves every purpose. When
the fruit is mashed, strain it through a
line cheesecloth and put the juice over
the tire to scald. Heat it to the boiling
point, removing any scum that rises, and
seal in fruit jars just as you would any
canned fruit, lie sure that the jars are
perfect and the rubbers new. After the
jars are filled, turn each one bottom up
! to make sure that it is airtight. When
the jars are cold, set them away in a
cool, daik cellar.

For a goodly quantity of grape catsup,
take Ave pounds of ripe grapes, two and
a half pounds of brown sugar, one tablespoonful of whole cloves, one tablespoonful of ground cinnamon, one tablespoonful of allspice, two cupfuls of vinegar, two even teaspoonfuls of salt and
two blades of mace.
Crush the grapes
well, either by putting them through a
press or using an ordinary potato masher, and remove the seeds and skins by
straining. Then put the juice, vinegar,
and spices into an agate or porcelainleave
and
pro- lined kettle, and boil until it is as thick
Syncopate affectionate
leave
and
mix
tracted. y. Syncopate to
as ordinary catsup.
Hottle while hot.
10. Syncopate disa measure of length.
SPICED GRAPES.
charging a debt aud leave α sudden
It is important that ripe, perfect fruit
pain.
be seleoted for spiced grapes, as this
method of preparation is merciless to
Ko. 293.—Half Square.
defects. Pulp the grapes, and cook
1. A theatrical composition. 2. A flow- any
them until the seeds can be strained
3. A poi:5<»lt>U8 serpent. 4. A pro- out.
er.
Weigh the grapes before the seeds
nrmii
S A
are removed, and to each seven pounds
of fruit add four pounds of sugar, one
No. S!M.-l)c«apllalloni.
cupful of vinegar, one cupful of clear
Decapitate a thicket of shrubs and erape juice, two ounces of ground cinnamon, half an ounce of ground cloves
have brink.
of ground nutmeg.
and one
Decapitate a tournament and hare to Boil the tableepoonful
mixture until it is as thick as
forte.
with
eject
marmalade. When done, put it into jelly
glasses. If it is preferred, the spices
No. 295.—Prlmnl Acrostic.
may be put into a little bag of cheeseA celebrated ancient city in Africa. cloth and so boiled, removing the bag
Once the rival of a still more important before the mixture is
put into the
plusses. Spiced grapee make an excelcity in the south of Europe.
1. An island In the Mediterranean, the lent sauce for all roast meats.

B. e. De WITT A CO.. CHICAQO.
SolU

21M>.—Charade.

first was once

WITCH HAZEL

can

Qrapes.

the word
To
the
avenge mind
W8.—Tranapoaltloaa.
"grapes*' suggests very little, bat the
Transpose a uietnl aud have quantity. wide-awake
knows
that the
housekeeper
Transpose to defy and have to under- delicacies of which the grape forms the
stand by characters or signs.
foundation are legion.
Transpose to whip and have a game.
Nothing in the form of a beverage
Transpose to sentence aud have hu- oould be more delicious or more healthful than pure, unfermented grape juice.
mor.
In the hot weather it is one of the most
Transpose caution and have swift
refreshing of thirst-quenchers, and at all
progress.
times it is not only delightful to the
taste, but a tonic of which the strengthK·. 2SÎ».—Pictorial Pnulr.
giving and blood-forming qualities are
so great that it is recommended by physicians as invaluable for delicate, antemio
or nervous persons.
It may be taken at
the full strength as a tonic, but as a
beverage it is more palatable when combined with pure water or with seltzer.
It is also delicious when combined with
lemonade as a summer drink.
The value of grape jelly is well known,
but not so familiar to every one are the
grape relishes to be served with meats,
fowl or game.
Grape catsup, spiced
grapes, pickled grapes, are all equally
delicious when served in this way, and
for luncheon or dessert one may have
rich preserves of grapes, grape jam,
pie, and cold, delicate grape shert.

pain

or

Corner Main and Danforth Sts.,9

BO YEARS*
EXPERIENCE

1

of

Ko.

two)

■iESST

Chas. F. Ridlon,
NORWAY,

The Many Ums

cause.

patterns and, clean

to cloee out ovld

Oormpondenoe on topic· of Intere* to the l»dl
UeoflSed. Addiw: Editor HoaniKW
ooun», Oxford Democrat. PmrU. Main·.

The pains of rbeumatiam,
The tired-out feeling*.
You muet reach the «pot—get at tba

Carpets

Wool

f

—

achiof back,

cure an

Αι to· Dollar BUI.

BOMEMAKEBS COLUMN.
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remove
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